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PREFACE. 
'This investigation o:t' the geography rO:t' the Cedar. 
Valley is presented as an anaJ.ysis of the physical ele-
ments and the cu1tural and human factors which Jointly 
are important in the evolution of this regional division 
of the Midclle West. 
Much o:t' the material was obtained in library research. 
' .. 
Field work undertaken included interviews with farmers 
w1 thin the Cedar Basin,· the gathering o:t' data from manu-
ra~turing establ1shrilents, the AAA office in Vinton, Iowa, 
and the Benton County RUraJ. Electrification office. Some 
of the materia1 was obtained from the Cedar Rapids and 
Waterloo Chambers of Commerce. These surveys were of a 
, 
statistical nature and in many oases could be checked in 
the United states Census. Assurance was given that the 
data are reliable. 
The author is indebted to many people for kinclly 
. . 
criticism, valuable suggestions, and assistance.in illus-
trations. .Special acknowledgement is given to Professor 
Guy-Harold Smith of Ohio State University for his construc-
tive cri tioism and supervision during the·. wri-ting of the 
I 
paper, to Dr. Alfred J. Wright of O~o State University tor 
suggestions and criticisms ot a part ot the material, to 
Professor Harlan Riebe, Department of Education ot Iowa 
State Teachers College, to whom the author is indebted 
for many photographs, and to Carl Kouba, sales manager 
ot the Iowa Canning Company, Vinton, Iowa, tor his help 
in obtaining statistical material. 
tance is much appreciated. 
This co rdia1 as sis-
Ruth Hoffman 
Ohio State University 
May 29, 1946 
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THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE CEDAR RIVER 
DPAINAGE .. BASIN 
PHYSICAL SETTING 
When man ti~st ca.me into the region west ot the 
Mississippi tor p~rmanent settlement,)he ·was seeking 
. ' 
land -- level land, open land, and fer~ile .land. 
The '?.870 square miles1 ot_ sunlit prai?-ie drained by 
the Cedar Riv~r and its tributaries, undimmed by the 
shadows ot dense forests, ottered excellent opportuni-
,-
ties to the land-conscious pioneer. Rapids at many 
places in the rivers and streams offered excellent mill 
sites and became an important factor in early settlements. 
Location and Area 
The Cedar River, designated by the Indians as the 
Red Cedar because ot the abundance ot red cedar trees 
growing in the sand.deposits on its lower courses, rises 
in the marshy, glacial drift deposit~ near Hayfield in 
southwestern Dodge County, Minnesota, 329 miles from the 
Mississippi Riv~r. It enters Iowa in Mitcheli County 
and follows a course in a southeasterly direction to its 
1 
House Document No. 134, 7lst Congress, 2nd Session. 
~River: ~ and Minnesota. 
2 
. Junction \rl,th the Iowa River, 29 miles trom the 
Mississippi. 
The total area2 drained by tpe Cedar River. and its 
tributaries includes 1025 square miles in three coun-
ties in Minnesota and 6845 square miles in twenty-two 
counties in Iowa (Fig. 1). The Shellrock River, which 
forms the outlet to Lake Albert Lea, Freeborn County~ 
Minnesota, is the most important tributary. It .drains . 
an area of' 2660 square miles·and. enters the Cedar River 
·above Cedar Falls. 3 West Fork and Lime Creek 1 impor-
tant tributaries of' the Shellrook River, drain 860 square 
•' 
miles and~705 square miles respectively. The Little 
Cedar, with a drainage area of' 315 square miles, nows 
somewhat parallel. to the Cedar before. joining it at 
Nashua. Black Hawk Creek, Wolf Creek, and Prairie 
Creek are good-sized streams tributary to the Cedar. 
Terrain 
The topography of the Cedar Basin is controlled 
almost entirely by the age and character of' the glacial 
. 
drift which covers it. In the Wisconsin and Iowan drift 
• 
2 ' 
Iowa State Planning Board: \Vater Use arid Its Conserva-
tion, Volume I, Iowa City, Iowa,--Y936. -P:- 1. 
·3-
Ibid., p. 2. 
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Fig. 1. - Counties wholly or partially within the 
Cedar Drainage Basin 
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areas, dominantly broad, flat to· gently rolling sur-
faces, relief' is so slight in many places that the 
surface f'or miles appears to the eye to be almost 
level. Rising at an elevation of' 1310 feet above sea 
level, the Cedar River falls 740 feet in 300 miles to 
.4. its junction with the Iowa River.- The Shellr6ok, 
1213 feet above sea level at fts source, falls 350.f'eet 
in .102 miles, an average of' approximat.ely 3.4 feet per 
mile. 
Most of' the basin is located within the drif't-
mantled erosion~ topography of' the Iowan drift of 
the Wisconsin glacier. ' ' In areas underlain by rocks 
that are weak and non-resistant, the glaciB.l drift 
lies thicker than in areas underlain by more resis-
tant limestone and dolomite.· Broad, low sags on the 
surface of' the drift, forming concave valleys too wide 
. · for the streams flowing in them, . are indicative of the 
size or pre-glacial valleys. The drainage in the Iowan 
drift is mature, wi.th no lakes or undrained areas, and 
topography is more rolling than in the Wisconsin drift. 
Al though local relief' is usually less than one hundred 
feet, the valleys are bordered by lines of hills, many 
.of which have steep slopes,· sufficient to give the 
4 
Ibid~, p. 2. 
I --~ 
5 
landscape .. impressive elevation. 
I 
In the Wisconsin Drif't area, ·~ncluding Freeborn 
County, Minnesota .and the western margin of' the Cedar 
Basin in Iowa, the topography is essentially deposi-
tional in character. In contrast to the more mature 
drainage pattern of' the older Iowan drif't, there are 
large~ poorly drained areas and many lakes that tend .~ 
1 
to be marshy around the borders. . Of the ?20 square 
mlle in Freeborn County,·20 square miles are covered 
by lakes. 5 The continU1 ty of' the f'lat to gently un-
;• 
dulating surface is broken by irregular, hummocky low 
hills that mark the marginal .moraine of' the Wisconsin 
drift. Parts of' two mora1n1c ,belts cross Freeborn 
County from no.rth to south.· ·These hills in places 
have a local ·relief' of 50 to 100 · f'eet •. 
In Muscatine County, Io~a~ the low.relief' bas 
been so modif'ied by ~tream action that river ~erraces, 
and slack .water or lake deposits are more typical than 
glacial terrain. An area approximately. twenty-f'ive 
miles up .the Cedar Valley f'rom Columbus ~unction, with . 
an average width of 5.8 miles, is the only extensive 
part of' the valley with lake bed topography. 
5 
Leverett and Sardeson: · "Surf'ace Formation 
tural Conditions in Southern Minnesota," 
Geological Survel, Bulletin 14, page 126. 
1919. 
This area 
and .Agricul-
Minnesota ' 
M1nneapol1 s, 
6 
is a part of the surface formerly. covered by Lake Calvin, 
formed as a result of' the blocking of east-flowing tri-· 
'butaries of the Mississippi by a lobe of the Illinoian 
ice sheet and subsequen"tlY. drained through·a channel cut 
by the. Iowa and Cedar R1 vers. The old lake bed is 
characterized by a broad expanse of level land dotted 
with hummocky dune relics and borde~ed by shor~bluff 
remnants. 
Although not a major feature of .the present to-
pography, limestone and dolomite outcrops in the form 
of' palisades ~r walls of gorges are significant scenic 
features of' the Cedar Valley. The course of the Cedar 
is largely in the resistant limestone or dolomite ot the 
Devonian and Silurian ages. Locally it nows across 
glacial deposits, but in general position its course 
lies in a valley bordered by :.:bed.rook. In northwest 
Benton County, the river flows due south for about 
three miles, for much of' this distance bordered by 
' 
abrupt ledges of limestone. Downstream from Vinton 
to Palo, it carved a channel of' more than 100 feet in 
hard limestone for eighteen miles in order to get nine 
miles nearer its junction with the Iowa River. 6 In 
. ( 
7 
southeastern Linn County massive cliffs of dolomite 
rising thirty to seventy-five feet· above the river. 
I 
once provided a hideout·· for out~aws. Today the · 
~assive formation fringed with red cedar is a major 
. . . 
feature of the Palisades .;.. Kepler State Park •. 
Of local interest.in Cedar Oounty are the hills 
along the river that rise eighty feet abo:ve the bot-
tom ~.lands. Near Cedar Bluffs the river breaks through 
',,,' l' 
a rocky spur forming an isolated hill approximately fifty 
. I 
feet high and nearly a hundred feet in length which rises 
abruptly''trom the river on one side and on the other side 
from a wide flao·d plain. 7 At this point the river 
\ . 
bed is six hundred feet wide' rock-floored, .and com-
. pletely filled by the stream. ·Downstream from.Oed.ar 
Bluffs the river f'lows in a narrow valley out to a 
depth of 140 feet in Kansan upland. It is bordered 
by steep, forest-covered.bluffs, with vertical palisades 
of Gower limestone exposed in places. 
7 
History Q.! Cedar County, !Q.!!, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 
undated. 
a 
Soils . ( 
.Although the first pioneers who· settled in the 
Cedar Basin were somewhat distrustful of prairie soil 
that did not support timber, and chose sites along the 
' . 
streams where trees grew, further settlement· proved 
that the prairie soils were deep and fertile. In the 
major part of the area, the remaining topsoil bas an aver-
age'd~:Q.th ;'ot eight to twelve inches (Fig. 2). The prin-
cipal soil areas are the Iowan Drift, the M1ss1ss1pp1 
· Loeas, and the W1se'ons1n drift (Fig. 3). The soils 
of the Iowan drift,. derived from glacial till~ are 
somewhat less productive than those of the Wisconsin 
·drift, "11th J,ower content of plant··food,·-r11me, and or~ 
·ganic matter.· They contain· numerous large boulders 
and rock fragments. 
The soils of the Iowan drift include upland soils, 
terrace soils, and bottomland8 (Fig. 4). Of the upland 
soils, the Carrington series and the Clyde series are 
/ . .• . 
predominate. ·The silt loams and the loams of the 
I " . 
Carrington series are highly productive,. with an average 
surface depth of twe~ve inches. Eighty-five to ninety-
a . 
Iowa Agricultur3J. Experiment Station, Special Bulletin 
No. 3, ··Soils Q! !2.!!:, p. 75, Ames, Iowa, 1936. 
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12 
five per cent of' it is under cultivation in most of the 
counties. The sandy,varieties, although less produc-
tive than the. loams, will produce good _crop yields~ 
.The Clyde series, unlike the Iowan drift area· soils 
in general, has developed under conditions of poor drain-
age in glacial lakes, lake terraces, or wide, _poorly 
drained ·stream channel S• These soils are not calcare-
· ous and are associated with flat terrain. Averaging 
J 
eleven inches in surface-layer depth, they are naturally 
I 
productive when tiled and drained~ 
The Cass series is an important bottomland soil 
of' the Iowan drift area and the Mississippi loess area. 
It. occupies the lower bottoms of' many of' the major and 
minor streams. The surface iayers range in depth f'rom · 
ten to thirteen inches, and in texture f'rom loam and 
silt .loam to clay and sandy loams. Some of' these soils 
are highly calcareous. . Due to the f'act that much~, of' 
the soil.is of' a sandy, gravelly nature, and that all 
or· it is due to overflow, yields are variable f'rom place 
to place. and from year to year. 
The Chariton series comprises terrace soils occur-
, ' 
ing on old terraces above the present flood plains of' 
streams. It is a minor terrace t~pe, found in small 
areas in Benton and Mitchell Counties on level to.flat 
terrain. 
13 
The o 'Neill series, a1so a terrace .soil,, occurs 
in many places in the Cedar Drainage Basin. These 
soils' occupy high terraces with a topography that 
varies f'rom nearly level to · some\vhat eroded. Their 
' 
origin is the weathering of glacial outwash or terrace· 
material. The surface of the· sandy :types ·is somewhat 
modified by wind-blown material. The soils, averaging 
eleven inches in depth of top soil, are not calcareous. 
The loamy members of. this series are .valuable for general 
f'arm1ng but most of the types are .inclined to be drouthy. 
Within the Mississippi loess area, the Tama, Mus-
catine, arid Clinton seri·es are important upland soils. 
The Tama series, a dark brown to black soil, occurs on 
topography. gently to sharply. rolling• It is derived 
from loess f'rom which the lime has been leached. Yields 
vary with variations in the textur.e of the soil. The Tama 
silt loam, one of .the .most· productive in the state when 
properly managed, occupies 216,968 acres in Benton County, 
and 110, 336 acres in Black Hawk County .. 9 
The Muscatine series, of' loessial origin, occupies 
topography that is level to smoothly.rolling upland, 
origina1ly an open prairie. The silt loam, the more 
9 
Ibid. 
14 
extensive type has an average surface layer depth of 
14 inches.. These soils are highly productive when 
properly handled but may need drainage •. 
The Clinton series, derived by weathering from 
loess, occupies topography that is broken to rolling 
' . 
in which drainage is.well established• Prductivity 
is extremely variable and the soils are subject.to· 
erosion. 
Of the Wisconsin drift area, bordering the west 
margin of the Cedar Basin in Iowa, the Clarion series 
~ . 
is the only one of importance. Of .drift origin, the 
subsoils are highly calcareous with considerable lime. 
in the upper layers locally. . Modif'ication by weather-
ing and leaching has been slight. Gravel and boulders 
are characteristic of the surface soil. It has a high 
productive rating and, under proper management and drain-
age, yields good crops. 
The soils of' the Cedar Basin in Minnesota, derived 
from glacia1. till, are clayey and limy. deposits known as 
I 
the gray drift of Minnesota.lo · In southwestern· Dodge 
County and most of Mower County the drift is pre-Wiscon-
j 
·sin. It is chiefly clayey till w1 th pebbly clay loam 
10 
Leverett and Sardeson: "Surface Formations and 
Agricultural Conditions of Southern Minnesota, 11 
Minnesota Geological Survex Bulletin, No. 14, p. 133. 
'Minnesota, 1919. e 
15 
soil; leached of limestone pebbles to a depth of four 
to six'teet. 
The young Wisconsin drift includes the western 
border of Mower County and. a11 of Freeborn County. The.· 
till plains and marshes occupying approximately half of 
the. latter county, have very rich, pebbly clay loam soil. 
Drainage by ditching and 1tiling is necessary in the 
marshes. Wisconsin drift moraines, covering more than 
I 
34 per cent of the county, ~~elargely clayey till with 
·.·· 
a, few gravelly knolls. ' Extensive outwash plains of 
light sandy gravel 
1
border the moraines •. 
. Parts of Mower and Dodge Counties have loess de-
_ posits of fine silt loam. 
·-~". 
,.,;-, 
.'· Throughout the Cedar Basin the soils are deep and 
.;fertile. ·With the exception of a few ·places where 
· . .:,r, 
~:bottomland sollsr;) border the streams, they have a high, 
. !r;\: 
/' 
;: produot1 ve rating throughout the Basin. 
~~ , . 
. ~,;\::j 
... 
·~>;+ ,'. I, 
: . ~,i1 
'.:;)' Climate 
·r.·· 
:.r:· 
:·M The climate of the Cedar Drainage Basin, in oombi-
-H;· "' .~~p.ation. with the soil, is vecy. favorable· to the production 
-.~ 0 • 
;~·of food supplies.· The .~emperature ranges from an aver-
.~--
,; 
· age of 12.7 degrees in January in Albert Lea, Minnesota 
to a January average of 22.0 degrees in Columbus 
16 
Junction~ll Iowa, a variation of 9~3 degrees from the 
northern part of the Basin to the southern tip. ·There 
i;s. little variation in the average tor the warme: _months 
(Fig • .5). 
The average length of the frost-free days varies 
from 148 in Mason .City, Iowa to 172 days in Columbus 
Junction. The.average date of the last killing frost 
varies from April 251 in Columbus Junction to May a, in 
Mason City, while that of the first killing frost of au-
tumn ranges from October 3, in Mason City to October 14, 
· in Columbus Junction.l · 
In· a 28-year 'pe,riod from 1916 to 1943, the first 
killing .frost occurred from ten to twenty days earlier 
than the average dates··25·'percent· of. the time in the· 
. ' Cedar Basin, and approximately 24 percent of the time 
' ' ' 
it ·occurred from one· to nine days ear1r2 (Fig. 6). 
' ' 
.•. 
The last killing· frost occurred from one to nine days 
later thap the average dates 20 percent of the time, 
· ·from ten to twenty days later 15 percent of the time, 
and about 4 percent of the time it o~curred more ·than 
twenty days later "than the average dates. ( Fig •. 6) 
' 
11" 
12 
U. s •. Department of Commerce, Weather -Bureau,. 
Climatologio·al Data,. 1943~ 
Ibid. 
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· The av:erage annual rainfall of the Cedar Basin 
varies from _·north to south by approximately four ·and 
· one-half inches. In Albert Lea, Minnesota the mean 
annual total. is 29.82-·inches, and in Columbus Junction, 
Iowa it 1.s 34.45 inches (Fig 5). Over.70 percent of' 
the rainfall occurs during the· six crop months,_April 
to September, and over 50 percent of' it falls in the 
months of'. principal grovrth, May through August. 
Cyclonic precipitation of' prolonged duration 
causes flooding on the small streams in the valley 
and creates a hazard to cropping in the bottomlands. 
Thunderstorms are common in the summer time. Hail oc-
casionally occurs with thunderstorms. In the eight 
years ending w1tbl930, the average annual bail loss 
in the state as a whole was $4,513,760. 
loss of' $7,975,686 resulted from hail. 
' 
In 1925, a 
Tornadoes occur occasio.nally in the. Cedar Basin. 
. . 
. 
About ten. tornadoes per year ·occur in Iowa, resulting 
in an average annual property loss ·tor the state of 
. approximately three-quarters of ~ million d<;>llars. Al-
most one-third of' the tornadoes occur in the month of 
May.13 
13 
.. Climatic Summar~· of' the United States,· U~ S. Depart-
ment of Agricul ure,--Weatber Bureau Section 52; 
Eastern Iowa, 1930, · p. 152. 
.. 
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Water Supply 
The water supply. in the Cedar Basin is developed. 
chiefly from µnderground sources. The most important 
of' the wa~er-bearing formations include ~ecent deposits, 
glacial drift deposits of the Pleistocene, the Cedar 
Valley limestone. of the Devonian period, the Gower dolo-
mite of the .Silurian, the st. Peter 'sandstone Of the 
Ordovician system, and the Jordan sandstone of' the 
Cambrian. (Table 1) • 
The quantity of water in the Recent deposits de-. 
~ 
pends on the size o:r the sand body and, to some extent-, 
'.: ·, ~ 
,., 
•,• 
surf ace upon the intake from sources. Beds of clean, 
well-sorted, and continuous sand beds overlain by imper-
vious clay beds, are excellent water suppliers. The · 
water reaches the sand beds by percolation through the 
soil and locally by way of streams that cross exposed 
parts of the sand. ·.Fluctuations in the ground water 
are closely related to precipitation, runoff, and. evap- , 
oration. 
The quality of' the water is a combination of that 
'· 
of the surface water and mineral. matter dissolved from 
the soils w1 th which it comes in contact, and from or-
ganic polluting substances originating from human oocu-
pancy of the.land. . ,/' 
8w ~~SERIES 
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.The Pleistocene water. supply depends upotj possi-
bilities -for int'iltration from the surface through 
jointed or slightly' por.ous .clay. It supplies more 
water in the Iowa River va1ley to the· south and west 
than in the Cedar Basin. The water is hard in quality, 
and high in iron 'and dissolved solids •. 
The Mississippian limestone of the Hampton forma-
tion is an important aquifer for small wells in Grundy 
and Fra'nklin Counties. ·The source· of' surface inf'il tra-
tlon is near Wellman; Iowa. The water is of moderate 
quality and in most cases is typical limestone hard·, 
water. 
The Cedar Valley limestone, .underlying mos~ of' the 
northern and eastern part of the Basin (Fig.· 7), is an 
important water producer. The water collects· in crev~ 
ices or · f'i ssures .in the limestone after percolating 
) 
through sand from streams. It offers excellent oppor-
tunities· for development of' water in areas· of.shallow 
co.vering. 
T.Q;e Niagaran dolomite of'. the Silurian system is an 
important producer that underlies most of the Ce~ar Basin 
except in the 'extreme northern part where it was removed 
by erosion before deposition of' Devonian·rocks. 
The st. Peter sandstone whioh underlies the entire 
Basin of'f ers a constant supply of' water. The water 
.. -
" ; 
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CEDAR DRAINACE BASIN 
LEGEND 
- DEVONIAN CEDAR VALLEY 
D DEVONIAN SHELL - ROCK 
- DEVONIAN LIME CREEK 
D DEVONIAN SHEffl[LO 
CJ DEVONIAN WAP51 PINICON 
- PENNSYLVANIAN DE.S MOINES 
- SILURIAN OWER 
1111§ ENGLISH R ER MAPLE HILL 
SCALE 
o 10 J.O 3D 40 So M ILE 5 
__ 43• 
J o N ES" 
- MIS.SISSI PPI~ HAMPTON 
q3• 'fl.. 
Fig. 7. - Underlying rock formations (After Water 
Resources Committee, Iowa State Planning Board, 1936) 
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. enters the formation along a belt of outcrop by perco-
lation through the regolith or infiltration where beds 
are exposed,, and where surface s~reams cross the out-
crop. The water has a higher. mineral content than 
the Devonian or· Silurian but it .. is considered good 
water. 
The Jord.a;D. sandstone underlies the entire Basin 
and is·an important deeper water-bearing formation. 
The.water has a high mineral content. 
summary 
It was almost inevitable that, during the west-
ward migration of pioneering farmers, the gently 
rolling surface, deep fertile soils, favorable climate, 
' , I 
and abundant water supply of the Cedar Basin should at-
tract many settlers. Today the treeless aspects of the 
prairie has given way to numerous groves ·of trees serv-
ing as windbreaks for farm buildings,· and to shelter 
belts of trees bordering the fields. The Cedar Valley 
is'typical of the more fertile.river valleys throughout 
the middlewest. 
THE HUMAN RESOURCES 
OF THE VALLEY 
Early Settlement by Native Americans 
The story of the early settlement of the counties 
.partially or wholly drained _by the Cedar River is es-
senti~lly the story ot e~rly settlement in the western 
Pioneer Region duljing the first halt or the nineteenth 
.. 
century. The land which became Iowa was opened tor 
settlement·in 1833 following the deteat ot Black Hawk, 
and the subsequent subduing o:r the Sauk and Fox Indian 
tribes. Al though trappers and traders first came into 
the area· in 183l·to obtain furs from the Indians at a 
trading post established by G.c. Davenport on the west 
side of. the Cedar River, upstream from Rock Creek, no 
permanent settlements were established by them. The 
Post was abandoned in 1835. 
A great westward movement of ·pioneers from eastern 
.. 
states in the two decades following 1830, brought many 
permanent settlers into Iowa. Between 1836 and 18401 
the white population of the state increased from 10,531 
i, \ '•'"" 
1 to 43,017, and by 1850, it had increased to 192,214 •. 
1 
N.H. Parker: Iowa as It !!.!!! in 1855, Chicago, 1855. 
25 
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¥ost of the people who first came ·into the Cedar 
Basin settled in the southeastern and central counties. 
Having migrated from timbered country, they were reluc-
ts.z:i.t to settle on the open prairie, and were further 
discouraged by the. difficulty of obtaining ,lumber. The 
lumber handicap was overcome by the westward extension 
of the railroad after 1860 1 resulting in a more nearly 
· compllete settl~ment of the 'northern counties. 
. . 
A second wave of imn:ligration from the eastern 
states occurred on a large scale in 1854. Immigrants 
poured,into Chicago via the Michigan Southern Railroad 
I 
on their way to the West. , Rivers and roads were busy 
' 
thorough.fares along which moved thousands of restless 
pioneers desiring more and better land.· • · A n~wspaper 
published in Burlington, Iowa, printed the following 
statement based on a record kept by a Mississippi fe?'-
rying company: 
·2 
.Twenty thousand immigrants have passed 
through th.e oi ty w1 thin the last 30 days and 
they are still coming at the rate or 600 or 
700 a day. · About one team iri a ·hundred is 
labelled Nebraska. .The rest are marked Iowa. 2 
Parker, .QE.. cit. 
·-
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As Pal'ker pointed.out in Iowa Pioneer Foundations, 3 
the great mass csr:.the p1orieerif,.who·· :t'irs.t;~;:settled Iowa 
were already conditioned to the hardship of the fron-
tier and were relatively homogeneous in origin,· char-
acter and.outlook. Many of them bad been pioneers in 
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky and Tennessee. New 
York and Pennsylvania were also well represented, but 
all were .Americans o:r several generations with the 
same language and the same· religious forms. This homo-
geneity made for rapid,.adaptation to new .surroundings. 
The restlessness and the shifting of the population 
.westward was dependent upon such factors as a desire f'or 
seclusion, the moving of .friends or members of the fam-
ily, neighborhoo~ quarrels, or election to a. local 
, office.· The change f'rom one pioneer region to another 
was·somewhat facilitated by the tact that families d1d 
· not stay in one place long enough to establish tradi-
tions, to develop deep sentimental attachments, or to 
become tam111ar with the. resources ot one place. 
A larg~ number of Quakers came into Cedar County 
in the. early 1850 1 s and :settled between the Iowa and 
" ' \ \ 
Cedar Rivers. The divide was once named QUaker Ridge 
3 
George F. Parker, !2.!!; Pioneer Foundations, Vol. I, 
P. 81 ff'. Iowa City, 1940. 
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because of the large numbers or Quake~a who settled 
there. Since 1880, many of them have. left but Quaker 
Services are still held regularly in Spripgdale and 
West Branch. 
A large scale penetration by adventurous and land-
hungry pioneers into Minnesota occurred in 1848. w1 th 
the first land sale. · .. ·· These settlers came· chiefly 
from New England, New York, and Pennsylvania. 
Foreign Elements 
Foreigners began coming into Iowa and Minnesota 
in considerable numbers during the decade from 1850 
to 1860. The :first foreigners in Minnesota were the 
Germans, Irish, and Canadians. They were followed by 
Scandinavians who eventually arrived in such large 
. . 
numbers that Scandinavian and Minnesotan became prac-
tically synonymous' in the minds of ma.riy Americans. In 
1856, eleven percent of the Iowans were made up of 
Norwegians, Danes, Swedes, Hollanders, Germans, and a 
few Hungarians. 4 The peak of foreign immigration was 
I . 
reached in 1890. 
4 
I. B. R1 chman, . Io way · !Q. IQ.!!!, I Iowa City, 1931 
.. ) 
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Contributing Factors in Foreign Emig;-at~i)n:;·. 
· Poli~ical factors involved in the emigration of 
many·Europeans include the European Revolution of 1848, 
and political, sopial, and religious unrest in Sweden. 
From an economic standpoint, discovery ot gold in 
. 
California,· the :f'ailure ot the potato crop, a desire 
tor more land, and in~ustria.J. opportunities with higher 
wages, were contributing factors; Letters extolling 
the advantages ot. living in'Minnesota were published 
in Swedish newspapers, and influenced emigration. 
Letters sent :f'rom the Czechs in Linn County to Bohemia 
·brought new settlers to Cedar Rapids. 
Distribution of Foreign Groups 
In 1870, more .than 50 per cent ot :the population 
ot each county, with the exception ot the tour in the 
,north and Muscatine County in the south, was made ·up 
,l 
· o t native Ame.ricans from eastern and southern states 
(Table ~I). Foreign born persons comprised less than 
one-fourth o:f' the inhabitants in all of the counties 
except the northern ones and Grun.dy County (Table II). 
A high percentage ot the.foreign born population in 
the north was ot Scandinavian origin, especially Nor-
wegian (Tables III, IV, V). 
Some ot the earliest Norwegian settlements in Iowa 
were located in Ced~ Township, Mitchell County, and in 
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TABLE II 
Place ot Birth of Population in Each County in·l870• 
Total· Per cent Per Cent Per Cent 
· . Population Born· :Born in u. s. in-· 
in 18?0 in State outside of. Foreign 
State Count:t"ies 
Benton 22,454 31 52.7 16 
Black Hawk 21,?06 28 54 17.3 
Bremer· 12,532 2? 53 19.?. 
Buchanan 17.;034 29.8 54 15.4 
Butler 9,951 2? . 58.6 14 
Cedar 19,731 3?-.6 50.4 11.8 
Cerro Gordo 4,?22 18.3 61.4 20.2 
Floyd 10,768 24.7 58.4 16.7 
Franklin 4,738 22.0 5?.6 19.5 
I , 
Grundy 6,399 20.? 50.3 28.9 
Linn 28,852 36.7 51.4 11.9 
Mitchell 9,852 24 50 25 
Muscatine 21,688 40,.7 39.7 19.5 
. Winnebago 1,562 21. 36 42 
Worth 2,892 26 ( 36 37 
Freeborn 10,5?8 25 36 3e 
' Mower .10,44? 23' 46 31 
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·· TABLE IV 
Extent ·of Scandinavian .. Factor by Counties 
·from 18?0-1905 in Counties of rowa which 
have had a.t one time a ·Scandinavian 
·population of· over 1000 ~ 
, 
WQ ~ 1890 
Black Hawk 284 385 ?11 
Mitchell 1008 120?· 1041 
.. Winnebago 625 . ·· 1862 2178 
Worth 894 2002 2153 
TABLE V 
Couhtiea;·;in 'which there were more 
than 1000 Scandinavians in 1905 * 
Norwegians 
Black Hawk 42 
Winnebago 1925 
Worth 1613 
Swedes 
68 
245 
102 
Danes · ~ • · 
908 
121 
104 
~ 
1905 
824 
:~2291 
1819 
Tota1 
1018 
2291 
1819 
*.George T. Flom, Scandinavian Immigration to~' 
· pp. 143-144. Reprinted from the Iowa Journal of 
History arid Politics, 1905-1906~owa City. -
.St • .Ansgar and Northwood, Worth County, in the early 
1950 1 s. A smaller Norwegian settlement in Benton 
County,· in the vioini ty of the town naliled Norway, 
date4 back to 1859. 
An extensive Danish colony in Cedar Falls; Black 
Hawk County (Table V), began in 1860 with the coming of 
Christia·n Petersen f'rom Sleswig. Although· a .small per-
centage of the total foreign element, locally they have 
contributed much to the prosperity and culture of the 
. . agrl, cultural community. 
German communities are prevalent in the Cedar River 
area (Table VI). The Germans established settlements 
in Mitchell County in 1857• During the twenty-year 
period following 1950, many immigrants came into the 
area. In 1870, the German element made up more than 
one-half of' the total ·foreign born population in Bremer, 
Gru~dy, and Muscatine Counties, and more than ~ne-third 
in Benton, Black Hawk, and Floyd Counties (Table III). 
After 1870, several settlements were made around Stacy-
ville, Mitchell County, by industrious, thrifty, and 
prosperous Germans of Roman Catholic faith. Another 
German group settled in Van Horne and Keystone, both 
in Benton County, in 1881. 
In many of' these communities~ especially in Bremer 
County, trad1tio~al customs enrich the culture of the 
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zaegion with German festivities, foods, wedding parties, 
and family reunions. The f'arms ,in the German settle-
ments throughout the Valley are characterized by sub-
stantial farm buildings, well-oared f'or,and orderly, 
· indioati ve of' the thrift and prosperity of' the owners. 
Irish settlements comprised significant percen-
tages of' the foreign groups in Buchanan and Cedar 
-Counties in 1870. Small Irish settlements are soat-
t ered throughout the Basin. 
An outstanding foreigri group in the Cedar Valley 
is the Czech element in Cedar Rapids. It was recently 
esti~ated_ that about one-fourth of' the population of' 
t . 5 he city has C_zech ancestry, "and that Cedar Rapids 
has the largest percentage of' Czechs of' any oi ty in 
the United states.n6 In 1938 1 there were approxi-
mately 18 ,ooo people of' Czech .. descent in the ·city. 
. . . 
The first Czechs came to Cedar Rapids in 1852 
. . I 
when the city had a population of' less than 400. 
When the Civil war broke out, Cedar Ra.Pids had a pop-
ulation of 1610 ot which included 80 Czech'; families. 
5 
IQ.!!Jlournal Q! Riston; !ill9.·Politics 1 p. 11.8, Iowa City, April 1944. 
Taken from Francis James Borwn and J.J. Roucehs:· 
"Our Racial and National Minori tie.s," p. 233. 6 . 
Ibid. 
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I , , ~· 
• ,:- ~ . l, • 
". . ','' ( 
. 'A'.,number of factors contrib'µted to a rapid increase 
. :< .':;,. \ 
in Czech population, atter th.e Civil war. Letters were 
'i./1~;i~'. . 
wr1;;tten:'1to relatives and friends. Publications des-· 
I . ' • ~ 
cribing(Iowa were printed in newspapers in Racine·, Wis.;.. 
consin ·and in foreign lands. The work of colonization 
. clubs, shipping· and railroad companies 1 ·and _immigration 
agencies.of Iowa all combined to increase immigration 
to Iowa and to Cedar Rapids (Table VII). 
:· 
Table VII 
Czech Population in the. United States,7 Iowa, and Linn County from 1870 to ~930 • 
Year Country . Number Number Number in 
\ of Birth in u.s. in Iowa Linn County 
... 
r· ". 
; !J·\ 
.. ~·1 .• ~' 
' •' 
I 1 ~. I 1870 Bohemia 40,289 6,766 1.780 r~·.:r~{· 
.\' ~ :. •.1 ~ 1880 
" 
85,361 10,554 2,166 ;'EJ;, 
<:r.~.;·. '1890 " 118,106 10,928 3,327 <~:._.;:· 
ir~~r , 1900 " 156,999 10,809 3,198 
·j :·~ 
'·i,.'• 1920 Czecho- 362,4;38 9,150 3,638 ;~ Slovakia 1930 
" 
491,638 8,280 3,012 
)~( 
)·~-------1\y~ 
.. :. 7 
f. Compiled from the 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th and 15th 
~ United States Census Reports for .an article "The Czechs 
in·Cedar Rapids," by M.E. Griffith in The Iowa Journal 
of History and Poli tics·, April 1944, P. -117. Iowa 
CI'ty, 1944. The Census for 1910 did not list Bohemia 
as a place of birth. 
I ' 
A change in occupational: status Wa.s ·noted in the 
Czech immigrants who.came to Cedar Rap19,s af'ter 1880. 
\ 
Previous to that time a large nu~ber were craf'tsmen, 
•I 
but f'ollowing that year an increase in laborers was 
recorded. In 1870, the Ced~r Rapids City Directory 
had listed as laborers 20. 3 per cent of. the 113 Czechs 
gainfully employed. In 1877 of' 263 Czechs gainfully 
employed~ 29.2 per cen~ were designated as laborers. 
·By 1881, the figures had risen respectively to 385 
and 38.1 per cent. 8 This is explained in part by 
economic changes in Bohemia, and in part by an in-
crease iri factories in Cedar Rapids.· 
The majority of the' Czechs in Cedar Rapids live 
in the southwest pS.rt of the city around 16th Avenue. 
They have contributed much to the· cultural, prof'esaional, 
educational' and .industrial prog~ess of ~he City. very 
early, they developed organizations including the Sokol 
and the Reading Society, and established churches and 
schools in an ef'f'ort to preserve the Czechoslovakian ) 
.8. 
·Cedar Rapids City ·Directory, 1870- '71,. 1877- '78 ,· 
1881-1882 •. ' . I 
language and oultur~.~· For many years their bands 
pl'ayed .Qzech music ·tor public events ·in·.the city. 
They still hav~ a Czech weekly newspaper, and produoe 
· radio programs every Sunday morning over WMT in their · 
I'lative. tongue. However, only the older people still 
cling t9 many of the customs and traditions brought 
from the "Old Country," and to the ~se of the langt,lage. 
Circulation of books in the native language bas de-·· 
creased _since 1932, and the newspaper is not read by 
the younger generations •. Native bands are no longer 
in existence. 
·· Czech folk· songs may be heard over the radio and 
in informal groups. Choruses composed of Czechs.have 
-
9 
Martha E Griffith, . "The Czechs in Cedar Rapids," in · 
·Iowa Journal of Histor;v: ~Politics, p.· 152; : Iowa 
City, April 1944. . , . . 
-"The· Sokol organization is the only Czech organization 
in the United States ·which :had its origin in Bohemia." 
It was founded in 1862 Jundrich Iwegner and Dr. . 
Miroslav Tyra. The ideals of the organization are 
expressed in the following quotation taken from Joseph 
Cernak' s Ji!:. Miorslav L;v:rs, pp. 9 ;10. 
Sokol does not mean physical training only -
SOkol 1 s aim is to educate our people to the 
highest physical efficiency, to nobleness, 
and to morality --- When we address a Sokol 
the response will come from a man in the tru-
est sense of the word ~- a Patriot who is ever / 
ready to respond to the call of his country, 
ever ready to draw the sword in defense o:r ·.· 
Democracy, Liberty, and Humanity. l . 
39 
. made it possible for.citizens of Cedar Rapids to bear · 
Jan Kubelik, Bobumil1:~Kryl, the Bakule Children• s. Chorus, 
: ' . 
and other similar attractions .. The Czech Fine Arts So-
ciety, . organized in 1933 as a successor to the Wednesday 
' ' 
·' .. 
Czech Group, is an English-speaking organization which 
prov~des an opportunity ·for ·the study of Czechoslovakian 
'culture, the discussion of current topics, and the en-
Joyment of Czech ~usic .. The. Besado, a native dance. 
recently. revived by the ~ociety, is popular among citi-
zens other than those. of Czech descent •. 
·Although many trad1 tions and customs are disap-
pearing among' the.younger generations, Czech food has 
'• . 
lost none of its importance. KolacheslO and other 
Czech pastries are sold in bakeries arid shops through-
. . . i 
out the City. In their bazaars, Czech meals either of 
roast goose, dumplings sauerkraut and kolaches, or of 
jitrnici11 are served. 
The Czechoslovakian impact was felt in the, Qurri.;;. 
culum or the public scho~ls and in Coe College. For 
.three years classes.in Czech language were a part of 
4:0 
the public school program, and i"or_ten years classes 
. ' . 
in the language were taught in Coe College. Teachers 
of _Czech' descent hold positions on both i"acul ties~ 
In business and prot'essional activities the Czechs 
have made an.outstanding co~tr1bution. In 1941, f11"ty · 
per.cent of" all the people in the city_ engaged in tail-
. oring handicraft were Czechs. Entrance into· the profe_s-
sions began after 1880. In 1941, ten per cent . oi" · a11 
lawyers in the city, 22.2 percent of the dentists, 
and 20.2 per cent of" the physicians and surgeons were 
of Czech descent.· 
During the gradual assimilation of' the Czech people 
into the 111"e or.the community their skill, industry, 
frugality, and diligence have made many oi" them pros-
perous and outstanding citizens. Prominent political 
. \ 
and civil positions have be~n.held by the Czechs for 
many years. The Sokols and lodges offer insurance, 
thereby contributing to the stable-economy of the city. 
. ' 
The Czechs have played a significant role in the pros-
perity· and progress of Cedar Rapids. 
st. ·Ansgar, on the east bank oi" the Cedar ln 
worth County, has a Czech settlement .founded in 1853. 
Their annual fall festival and traditional wedding fes-
tivals. are· shared by all citizens of the community. 
In early spring an.Q. summer, a little bit', of Hol-
land transplanted in Hollandale, Minnesota flames into 
41 
color as the, tulips burst into ·blo'ssom in the flower 
gardens. Two hundred :families, predominan~ly Dutch, 
11 ve, in brightly painted cottages built in a ,two-1;11ile 
·square about the center of an old }>ea'.t; bed •.. Formerly, 
an old wild rice swamp, t~e peat lo'!fl?Dd was improved 
by a land promotion company at a cost o'f some. three 
million dollars. The land was sold for. $100 to $5.00 
< • • 
dollars per' acre. The neatly arranged gardens and 
~ •. ' 
the mottoes over the ga~eways of some homes, suggest-
· ing "N~thing Without God~,s Blessing~ and "Work and 
Prosper,", offer ~videnoe of some of the characteristics 
of the inhabitants. · 
Present Composition and Characteristics 
of, the Population 
Foreign imm1gr83t1on ·into the area declined aft er 
. ' . . 
1890. The census for 1940 gives essentially the same 
distribution pattern as th~t suggested by the figures 
for 1870 (Tables III and VI)• 
~though there are many communities in which the 
casual visitor may detect a slightly foreign flavor, 
most of' the customs, .traditions, and language brought 
from the "Old Country" are meaningful only to the.older 
people. Among the younger generations, there is lit-
tle ev1derioe of foreign accent in the speech. Many of 
. -~- . 
the school children today do not speak the parents' 
language. 
42 
Foods peculiar to a group, however, may .:be obtained 
wherever there is an extensive. colony of foreign born 
inhabitants or their ·descendanta.customs pertaining to 
·· the use of food also. may be observed. In AJ.bert Lea, 
Min~esota, Danish arid Norwegian pastries are sold in 
a11 the bakeries.: In German homes., ·especially du!'--
ing the Christmas season, the baking of pastries and 
· cookies made according to recipes originally br?ught 
from ,Europe,. ~ill the air with fragrant' splcy odors. 
On the.stove in the Danish farm kitchen, the eve~ 
warm· C?Ottee pot greets the eye of· the visitor.· The 
cue.tom of serving a ~d-atternoon lunch to callers 
still prevails in many Norwegian homes •. 
The farms, communities,.towns, and cities.in the 
Cedar Basin, in spite of distinctive ctiftures inherited) 
f'rom foreign background~ are all a ·part. of an integrated 
agricultural pattern in the Middle West, ·welded together 
by their mutual interest in Farm Bureau societies, pub-
lic schools, 4 H club_s, county fairs, and community ac- · 
ti vi ties. 
According to the United States Census tor 1940, 
66: per cent_ of the people in the sevent.een counties are· 
classed as rural. Th.is nu~ber,. however, includes every-
one_ living in an incorporated town of l.ess than 2500 
inhabitants. Approxima_~_ely 23 per cent of the tota1 
population in 1940 consisted of rural non-farm p~ople 
living in the many small towns. 
Ponulation Trends 
.. . 
Three general' trends in population movement are 
rather definitely evidenced by a cu~sory examination 
of the statistics 1 namely, a loss of population to 
other states, a decrease in rural population, and a 
corresponding increase in urban population. 
Iowa has been one of the states west of the 
·Mississippi that has .suffered a loss of :population, 
during the war years through interstate migration. 
In April, 1940, the population of the state was listed 
,· 
as 2,538,268. An es.timate of' the population for July 
1, 1943, gave Iowa 2,318,390 inhabitants, a decrease 
of 7.7 per cent for, the three years~12 A map printed 
in the New .York Times13 showed that the p~rcentage of· 
decrease in_popuJ.at~on for the portion of Iowa and 
Minnesota \vi thin the Cedar Basin ranged from .3.2 to 
14.9 per cent. One county had a decrease of 15 per 
cent or more. 
For the fifty-year period from 1890 to 1940 pop-
I 
Ulation ·data show a c_S,Omewhat steadily d~clining rate 
12 
13 
From a table taken from the Columbus Citizen for July 
13, 1944. The figures had just been released by the 
United States Census Bureau. 
New York Times, August 6, 1944. 
of increase (Tabl_e VIII):•· . This is related to the 
tenciency·toward smaller families. However, . two . 
rather significant observations may be made through 
a study of the figures (Table VIII). ·In the decade 
from 1900 to 1920, most of the counties showed a de-
crease in population. The rise of the a~tomobile in-
dustry and a period of prosperity which reached the 
peak in 1907,_ with its resulting high wages, _caused 
people to move from farming are~s to urban centers. 
The second observation is that in the decade from 
. . . . . . . . , I 
1930 to 1940 mc>re than half the counties showed a 
higher ~at·ei:·-of:-~ncrease than in the preceding decade • 
. This is in keeping with the nati_onwide "back-to-farm" 
movement . during the depression Of . i930 Is. 
Urban - Rural Movements 
For·the state as a whole, from 1840 to 1940, 
urban population has consistently increased in pro• 
portion to the total ·population. .Rural population 
declined trom 100 per oent.1n 1840 to 57.3 -per cent 
in 1940. This s~me generzilization holds true for the 
oounties of the Cedar Basin '(Table IX). The decade· 
following 19~0 the~e was a net migration trc>m Iowa 
. tarms of 15.8 per cent of the total 1920 popUlation.14-
~·-
' -o.re. Balcer. ;;iRural-Urban Migration and the National. 
Welfare. Presidential address delivered before the 
A.A. G., Washington D.C., 1932. · 
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TABLE VIII 
Population Increase or Decrease 
by Percentage :for. Each County - 1890-1940* 
. ·, 
-
1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930-
., 
-1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 
B·enton 4.1 ··-a.a 3.9 -.5.l 0.1 
Black Hawk . 33.8 _38.5 . 26 22 15.4 
·Bremer 11.4 -2.8 5.5 1.9 I 5.1 
Buchanan 12.8 -7.8 ;..4. 4 3.4 7.3 
Butler 16.1 -4.7 4.2 -1.3 2.0 
Cedar 6.1 -8.3 -1.1 -4.5 0.7 
. Cerro Gordo 39.1' 21.0 38.6 10.9 13.9 
.. 
. Flpyd 15.1 -3.6 10.l 3.5 3.3 
Franklin 16.5 -1.4 6.9 3.6 -o.o 
·Grundy 4.1 -1.3 6.2 -1.9 2.1 
Linn 22.3 9.6 21.a 11.2 8.2 
Mitchell · 12.2 
-9.9 3.6 1.0 0.4 
Muscatine . 15.3 /4~,5 
-1.5 1.2 4.1 
Winnebago -6~4 13.2 -2.5 .. 6.3 
Worth 17.7. -8~6 . 
_16.8 :-3.8 2.5 
Freeborn 21.6 2.0 9.5 17.6 10.5' 
Mower 24.0 1.4 3.9 7.8 28.6 
* Data from u.s. Census· 
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! 
. TABLE .IX 
Rural Populat1on·by Percentage of Total, 1920-1940* 
1920 ~ ~ 
Benton 69.8 71.l ~'67"!.l 
Black Hawk 24.8 . 22.6, 23.6 
Bremer . ~ ' t 80.o 78.6 76.9 
Buchanan 85.9 81.1· I 79.3 
Butler 100 100 100 
Cedar 100 100 85.2 
Cerro Gordo 34 31.5 29.6 
Floyd 61.0 58.8 57.1 
Franklin 80.7 78.8 75.4 
Grundy 100 100 100 
Linn 32.8 26.6 25.0 
Mitchell 84.8 78.9 76.7 
Muscatine 44.7 42.9 41.6 
W1m1ebago 100 . 100 100 
worth 100 lOQ°c · 100 
?Kower 61.1 56.3 49.3 
Freeborn 68.1 . 64.6. 61.6 
·* Data from U.S. Census 
During· the sam~ ten- years urban population in the · 
state increased by 104,000, rural non-f'arm inhabitants 
'decreased 24,000, and total farm population had a loss 
of' 700o.15 Of the latter, more than one-third were 
between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five years. 
During the war years of 1943 the Iowa farm popu~ 
lation dropped 16 ,000, mostly at the e~ense of the '..:':i 
16 best qual.ity of manpower. Although one. cannot pre-
dict with certainty what the trend of' the population 
will be following readjustments relative to reconver-
sion, some.assumptions are fairly reasonable. The 
rising birth rate, the return of veterans, and the 
high farm prices will tend to increase the population 
in the Cedar Valley for the ·years immediately follow-
ing the war. · Succee~ing the readjustment period, it 
is probable that the trend will again show a declin-
ing rate of population increase, especially in the 
rural. areas. 
15 
'Ibid.· 
16 
. .. 
Iowa .Agricultural Yearbook, 1943. Des Moines, 
1944. 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY IN THE 
CEDAR DRAINAGE BASIN 
Early Farm Economy 
The economy of the early pioneer society in the 
Cedar Drainage Basin was centered around one fundamental 
industry, agriculture. All other enterprises, the car-
penter, the blacksmith, the· miller, the wagon maker, and 
others, were incident to the cultivation of the land. 
These manufacturers appeared when a sufficient number of · 
. settlers had gone ahead and located in such close prox1- · 
mity as to enable them to operate profitably. Very o~en, 
the miller was also a farmer and would thus augment his 
income during the progress of settlement. 
The sizes of farms in the early period of a·ettle-
ment were 40 acres, 80 acres, or 160 acres, depending 
1 upon the farmer's financial status and labor capacity.1 
With the exception of the land speculator, the settlers 
could seldom afford to buy more than a quarter section 
of land. If a farmer could not afford, or manage;· a 
quarter section of land, he would invest in 80 acres, 
and buy addi ti~mal· ·pieces of land to round out the farm 
1 
George F• Parker, ~owa Pioneer Foundations, Vol. I, 
Iowa City, 1940. 
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as.his sons grew old enough to furnish necessary labor. 
Fearing the vast treeless prairie, the pioneers 
first entered claims on lands along the streams whose 
timbered areas were more familiar to them. Of a 160 
acre ~arm along the streams, only about one-half could 
~e considered actually or potentially arable. The.rest 
was covered by trees which aff9rded winter work to .. the 
farmers. A cultivated farm in the 1830 1 s and 1840 1 s 
consisted· of fields, a wood lot,· and a comparatively 
. . . ' 
large amount of natural pasture. 
The timber lot figured in:the economy of the 
early tarmer as a soµrce of incom·e. The bott.omlands 
were covered with virgin forest of black walnut, elm, 
white hickory, hackberry, and horse· chestnut. Walnut 
' 
was an excellent wood for furniture, rails and shingles. 
The white hickory was used for many purpgses, including 
the use of the ashes for the· making of ly:e for soap and 
hominy. The hackberry was suitable f~r rafters and rails. 
. I 
On the bluffs grew the. oaks, much used' for barrels, plough-
beams, rails and house sills •. Small quantities of sugar 
maples and shellbark hickories grew behind the stream-
bordered bluffs •. 
With the acceleration of settlement on. the open 
' . 
prairie.after 1850, a 160 acre farm presented a labor 
problem from which gr._ew the practice of neighborly 
50 
cooperation for the mutual benefit of everyone. This 
practice· 'still exists today in the form of the thresh-' 
i-ng crew and the sharing of combines and labor in har-
vesting small grains. 
Gr~n:·'Fartnlµg 
Early farining consisted of grain farming, live-
stock raising, or varying combinations of the two. In 
· the first few years of settlement1 the greatest acreage 
was devoted to corn in the Cedar Valley. 2 An 80 acre 
farm along a stream usually had ~imber l"and occupying 
one-third of its area,, and bottomland or interfluve 
the remainder. · Of the remainder., the farmer culti-
vated 40 acres and fenced in 15 or 20 acres for hay or 
( 
pasture. Of the cultivated areas, thirty acres were 
commonly devoted to corn and about ten acres to small 
grains, with a fourth of an acre usedfor a garden. The 
small grains included wheat, oats, barley, and some rye 
and sorghum grain. Flax and buckwheat were of importance 
in a fe:w localities. Broom corn was raised on some farms 
as a .supple.mentary cash product. 
The surplus small grain, hand-shelled corn, dressed 
hogs, and skins of wild animals, were hauled long dis-
tances to market with horses,, or, occasionally, oxen. 
2 
Ibid. 
' / . 
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The money received for them was used to pay taxes or. 
to buy such supplies as salt, sugar, coffee, or leather 
for shoes 1 boots, and harness. 
The settlers who came into the prairie lands during 
the 1850 1 s were predominantly wheat farmers. For some 
twenty years following 1856, more acreage was devoted to 
wheat than to corn except in the easternmost counties, 
• I • \. • ' 
Cedar and Muscatine·,. where· settlement was more mature 
(Figures 8 1 9 1 10). In.the Northern Iowa.counties, 
" Mitchell, worth, and Winnebago, wheat acreage exceeded 
corn acreage. through 1880 (Fig. 10) ~· 
Livestock 
Stockmen of this early period pastured their herds 
in the summer time on .the. wild grasses of the unbroken, 
government-01med prairie::·or on acreage held by specula-
tors. The rail fences, so. characteristi~ of the rural 
landscape 1 were built ·about fields to keep the animals 
out rather than to pasture· them inside. 
' ' 
Hence the aim 
to make the fence "hog-tight, bull-strong, and horse-
high·. "3 For winter feed, wild grasses were cut with the 
scythe, and, later, with a mower. It was a common prac-
tice, as the areas of wild.grasses became more restricted 
3 
Ibid. 1 p •. 195. 
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55· 
within~· district, to buy the right to cut grass from 
absentee. owners. As eettlement continued,. and unsold 
government land diminished, .more attention was given to 
the growth of domestic grasses, such as timothy, clover, 
and blue grasses. 
Swine constituted a source of ready money to the 
pioneer farmer. They were also used as an object of 
barter or as a substitute for money. . The hi.red man 
could be paid in part w1 th a ham, a shoulder, a side of 
bacon, or some lard. ·services of the doctor on the 
minister were often partiaJ.ly paid in the same way • 
. Hogs. could be used in payment of debts or taxes. 
During the seventies, improved:breeds of swine were 
introduced. In January 1, 1875, of t.he 3,086 ,161 hogs 
llsted, 346,810 were improved breeds. 4 . · The problem of 
the.greater susceptibility of thefiner breeds to' disease 
made it neoes sary for t~e farmer .. to improve his methods · 
of caring'for the anima1s. 
Sheep were never as important in the. agricultural· 
economy as were hogs and cattle. The returnls for sheep · 
were never high enough to make it profitable to raise· 
them on a large scale. During the Civil war years, an. 
emergency in wool production skyrocketed sheepraising, 
4 
Iowa Historical and Comparative Census, 1836-1880, 
p. 360. Des Moines, 1883. 
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i 
but following a peak in 1867 1 the numbers of sheep in 
each county dropped within three years to a total co~ 
parable to that of pre-war years. For example, Benton 
County listed 5633 sheep shorn in 1860, 9,656 in 1865, 
\ 
19,749 in 1867~ 6,127 in 1870, and 2,533 in 1880.5 
Tenancy 
Tenancy was not common in the farm economy of.the 
pioneer days. There were two classes of tenant farmers 
- the ambitious,· industrious ones who had enough money to 
buy horses but not enough to purchase land or build a 
home, and those who had l·esa money. and were less indus-
trious. The former usually managed to save enough to 
buy a farm very quickly, but the latter tended to become 
~iscouraged and move back to eastern states or to settle 
' 1 
dowri as· renters. 
summary 
In spite of low prices - wheat fifty cents a bushel, 
corn fifteen to twenty-five cents a bushel, and dressed 
pork two cents a pound - and in spite of the transporta-
tion handicaps in marketing produce, the early pioneer 
farmers prospered. There was a gradual increase in 
. ' 
sizes of farms; progress was made in religious and educa-
-· ,., 
tional fields and in raising the standard of living. As 
5 
Ibi"d. 
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the landirnape became l_ess and less a monotonous· expanse 
of prairie, and.more and more a series of cultivated 
fields, ·each with a· grove of· poplars, cottonwoods, or 
maples flanking the barns and house, changes were taking 
place .in the type of crops raised, and in methods of pro-
duction. 
Evolution of the Rural Economy; 
Technological Changes 
Within the first twenty-five to thirty-five years 
. 
of farm settlement in the Cedar Basin, the efficiency of 
the individual farmer was doubled through inventions.of 
. ) . 
_farm machinery. The. c~rn planter, the cultivator, and· 
the corn sheller, improved plows, the reaper and thresh-
ing machine, all became a part of the rural economy. It 
was possible for the farmer to cultivate more acres, thus 
resulting.in the buying of more land. 
. ' 
; . I 
value of farm machinery. and implements· iri the· Iowa 
counties of the Cedar Basin rose from a totai·of $136,451 
in 1850 to $1 1088,133 in 1865. 6 . Exhibited at the State 
Fair in 1867 were 379. entries in the classes of farm tools 
and machinery, including a gang plow guaranteed to plow 
/ 
seven acres per day, a Qultivator which would save the 
6 ' 
Historical Census, Q:Q_; cit. , pp. 270-272. 
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wages of on~ man, a· corn sheller, and a threshing machine 
valued at $6::J.:5. oo. By 1880, value. of farm machinery had 
increased to $5,325 ,845 in the Iowa counties.7 
From Wheat to Corn and Livestock 
The importance of wheat to the Cedar Basin farmer 
decreased after 1876. The major factor in this decline 
was a series·of crop.failures. In 1876 and in 1878 the 
wheat crop failed •. An excellent yield in 1877 which led 
., 
many farmers to purchase much expensive machinery and 
. . 
buy more land, was followed by a poor crop in 1878 with 
disastrous results. Three more partial failures within 
the following four or five years discouraged the wheat 
farmers. Some of them left Iowa and moved to the Dako~ 
ta• s, but the ma.]ori ty of the farmers .turned their in-. 
terests toward diversified farming or to.increased corn 
acreage· and livestock enterpr1ses.•':·;nCo:iftr1bu:t;ing.~oa.uses 
of the wheat f~ilures included unfavorable weather con-
ditions, and the destructive work pf such insects as the 
"/ 
Hessian Fly, the chinch bug, and a small white worm 
which caused much damage in Grundy County •. 
The high freight .. rates i.n th~ si'xties may have had 
much to do with the increased interest in livestock and 
diversified farming. "Transportation cost in getting 
7 
Ibid., p. 360. 
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grain ·t.p~·market was three times that of its production."8· 
( ' 
Corn sql~ for fifteen cents a bushel in Iowa in 1872 1 l-~·;-. . 
while its price in New York was sixty-four cents.9 In 
I, . 
that year·· farmers found it cheaper to burn corn fo.r tuel 
than to ·sell it and buy hardwood. Rememdies suggested 
to counteract the high transportation costs included 
conversion of grain to products of greater value per 
pouhd by feeding livestock, production of a greater 
•\.',,.,. ' ' . ' 
variety of crops in order to supply home markets, and 
the development of a home market. 
i·~·:.i./: .. -; 
The Iowa Agricultural Report for 1881 clearly in-
· d1/cated the trend :f'rom wheat to livestock and corn pro-
•• _,... l 
'.a~ction. ''lheat: acreage contracted as corn and oats ac-
-_: .i.t.[:( . . ' ' 
~·r.eage expanded (Figure 8 1 9 1 10). .There was an increased 
'';'acreage of domestic grasses at the expense of' wheat acreage 
>.",. _..; 
• ,,.'; 1.1 
'' i;n most counties.·. )\. 
f: 
·<?f, In all of the counties, choice breeds of stock were 
'-~. ),17., 
ibeing imported every w:eek. These included Shorthorns, 
/~· ~·;: ·1 . 
}J.erseys 1 Holsteins 1 and Herefords in the cattle industry, \;j . 
<Poland China, Berkshire, Chester, and Jersey Red pigs, 
if~·~t 
', '·- \ 
• .. r: 
Ya 
). 
· , , Louis Bernard Schmidt 1 "Early Grain Farming in Iowa" 
1
• Midland Schools. February, 1933, pp. 157-159. 
·9 
Ibid. 
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South Downs, Cotswold, and Merinos in some of the coun- · 
ties where sheep were of importance, and· Percheron horses. 
One farmer from Buchanan County went to France in 1881 
to buy stallions~ ·. The raising of fine horses for breed-
ing purpose's began in Cedar County in 1860. The Aber-
deen Angus cattle.were brought into Cedar County in 1875. 
_\In 1902·, a farmer of this county owned "Shamrock, 11 the' 
-~rand Chru0pion of the world of 'that year. A growing in-
terest in dairying was especially noted in Black Hawk, 
Butler, Cerro Gordo 1 Floyd,, and Linn Counties. 
I 
Scientific Progress 
' 
, Farmers manifested much interest in impX'o'ved methods 
of farming. Scientific progress was made in caretul se-
lection of seeds, .rotation .of crops, manuring of the land, 
' ; 
and wise .cultivation of:. the soil. Interest in progress 
.., 
was fostered by the opening of the Stat.e Agricultural 
College at Ames in 1868, by articles devoted.to farm 
' . . . . 
economy in the local newspap~rs, and by publication of 
Agricultural periodicals including The American ~icul­
. tura1ist· published by orange ·Judd of New York, The Va1-
·. '• --
' ' ' ' . . 
ley Farmer of St. Louis, The Prairie Farmer by Emery and 
Company o~ Chicago, and The Iowa Homestead by Mark Miller. 
Hand in hand with the evolution of farm produce' 
came the evolution of farm equipment and buildings. Wire 
61 
fences were rapidly replacing rail fences. /Many new 
houses, barns, and other buildings were erected during 
the latter part of the seventies and the early eighties. 
Indicative of the growing importance of livestock in the 
consciousness of the Black Hawk County farmers is the 
statement found in the County• s Agricultural Report of 
• . I 
1881 "Many ·fine barns and some good houses have been 
built. 11 
· From Self-Sufficiency to Interdependence 
Extension of the railroads and .transportation fa-
oili ties accelerated the transformation of agriculture 
from a somewhat primitive type, largely self-sufficient, .. 
to a Gapitalistic enterprise demanding equipment, scien-
ti~ic organization, and commercial interdependence with 
the urban centers. The making of soap and candle.a; and 
th weaving of woqlens and linens ceased to be arduous 
tasks of the farme,r 1 s wife. Lumber, furniture, and farm . 
implements no longer held a place 1 in home handicra:f't. 
Raw materia1s were ·sold to the factories and finished 
' ' 
products were brought to the agricultural communities. 
By 1900, this transformation was fairly complete. 
62 
Agricultural Economy Between the Wars r 
Mechanization 
Agricultural Economy throughout the Middlewest was. 
revolutionized by large scale mechanization during the 
period between the wars. The· use of power-driven ma-
chinery, introduced in the first decade of the twentieth 
J 
century, was stimulated by labor shortages and high farm 
prices during the first world war. A rapi~ shift from 
animal to mechanical.; power resulted, w1 th an increased 
expansion in tbeuse of the tractor, the harvester-
thresher for small grain, and of the corn-picker. In 
1914, there were few tractors in Iowa, but in 1918, there 
were 9000~10 In 1~40, Cerro Gordo County reported 1618 
tracto~s · ori · 1430 farms. 11 This was fairly typical of 
the situation in most of the countie·s of the area. Corn 
pickers increased in the state of ·Iowa from 6000 in 1919-
1920 to 20,000 in 1939.12 It was estimated that proba-
bly one-haif of Iowa's corn was harvested by mechanical 
*'. ( 
pickers in 1940. There were over 6,000 combines in Iowa 
in 1939. This was approximately one-tenth of the num7 
ber needed. . Hay~loaders and bay pick-up balers are 
' 
, Agricultural· Experiment 
1940 
P• 66. 
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numerous in the Cedar Basin. Of 285 farms reporting in 
Cerro Gora.6 County, 304 motor trucks were listed •. ·. Nearly 
every farmer owns an automobile. · ·· 
As mechanization continued to expand, the number 
of horses and mules tended to ·decrease.13 This led to 
a greater demand for raw materials and a less demand 
for pasture, hay, and grains. Farm population decreased 
as.machinery made it possible for.one man to care.for 
more acreage with greater productive efficiency. 
Further reduction of the' self-sufficiency of farms 
in food production and processing occurred during the 
twenty-five years between the wars. Butchering, baking, 
churning, canning, and home curing of meats were disap-
pearing as a part of the routine work on the farm. 
Canning factories shouldered part of the work involved 
in the·processing of foods. Commercial lockers in ru-
~ 
ral communities further reduced the volume of home cann-
. \ . ing, especially in the preservation of meats. Garden 
produce and apple production on farms was decreased as 
commercial food precessing was expanded. 
As mechanization progressed and urbanization of the 
population accelerated,.the domestic market for wheat, 
corn, beef, and pork, expanded. The foreign market 
... 
13 . 
·Iowa had 1,492,266 horses in 1910 and 902,512 in 1935. 
U.S. Census of Agricultur~, 1935. 
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declined between 1901 and World War I in part as a 
result of the .tariff policies of Germany and· France, 
and in part as a result of the increased competition 
of Argentina,. Ca.nada, Australia and Russia. Surplus 
products were absorbed by the growing domestic' market~· 
Types of Farms 
' With the passing of the self-sufficiency period of' 
agriculture, and.the expansion of the domestic market, 
the cropping system in the Middle West began to take on 
' . 
certain distinguishing characteristics which formed a 
I 
basis· for classification into farm-type areas. The 
Fifteenth Census of the United states classified farms 
as Oash-f.}rain, Animal-specialty, or !5.airy farms, de-
t ermined on the basis of .40 per cent or more of the to-
~ •' ._ 
tal value of all products of the farm coming from a 
particular source. If the value of no one class of 
··:,,, 
products exceeded 40 per cent the tota1 value of all 
products, the farm was classed as a General farm. By 
taking a census of the number of farms of. each· class 
in every county, it was possible to make a somewhat ar-
bitrary regional grouping_ of farm types into farm-type 
~ 
areas. The counties of the Cedar Basin are included in 
the Oasli-qrain Area, the Northeast Dairy Area, and the-. 
65. 
Eastern Livestock Are~1~ (Fig. 11). Franklin County 
\ 
is the only one placed in the Cash-Grain Area but parts 
of Floyd, Grundy, and Butler Counties are transitional 
between the Cash-Grain and Dairy Areas. In.every coun-
ty, all four of the main types of farms are well repre-. · 
sented, regardless of the area in which the county is 
l~cated. 
The Cash Grain Area - The Cash Grain Area is so 
named because of the method of disposal of crops. It 
produces a large amount of conc.entrated feed grains 
and a relatively .slight amount of high class roughage_ 
(Fig. 11) •. It has less livestock in proportion to 
the concentrated feeds produced. It has the large~t 
numbers of elevators for merchandizing the grain. 
Corn and oats are the chief crops grown. 
of oats is about two-thir<Is of the corn 
The acreage 
15 
acreage. 
There is 'a tendency toward a three-year rotation of 
corn, oats, or barley, and hay and rotation pasture. 
14 
C.L. Holmes and c. W. Criokman, T:y_pes of Farming in 
. Iowa II Bulletin 374, Agricultural Experiment 
Station, pp. 163 I, Ames, Iowa, August 1938. 
15 
Ibid.' p. 211. \ 
offi 
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, Fig. 11. Classification of farm types, Graphs 
show percentage of total farm area in corn, small grain, 
pastures, and hay. (From Bulletin 374, Agricultural Ex-
periment Station) 
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. ' Approximately 35 per cent of the farmer~ income 
· is. deriv~d from corn and oat sa1es.16 In a norma1 
y,ear in many counties, this.number is a1most 50 per 
cen~. 1 From .1928-1933, 29 per cent of the corn and 
42 per cent of the oats were marketed outside.the 
counties where it was grown.17 
Hogs are the most important livestock enterprise 
in the Cash~Grain .Area. Twenty-five per'cent of the 
farmers• income is realized from the sale of hogs, as 
( 
compared to 42 per cent for the·State as a whole.18 
' I 
In 1932-33, the number of hogs raised to piarketable 
age per one hundred acres of farmland in Franklin and 
Grundy Counties ranged from 25 to 88 hogs, with the 
majority of the townships ;:f.all·1ngc~: within a range of ' 
40 to 55 hogJ~ .· (.~1g:~·:;12). · .. · 
A little· over 20 per cent of the farmers• income 
is derived from the sale of cattle and dairy products·;:1:tt 
' ' 20 
combined. 
16 C.L. Holmes, Ty-pee of Farming in Iowa, Bulletin 256, 
pp. 150-151 •. Agricultural Experiment Station - Ames, 
1929. 
17 
. Holmes and Crickman, QR.. Cit., P•·211;.1i> .. ::: :::. 
18 I 
Holmes, QE.. ~., pp. 150-151. 
19 ' 
Holmes and Crickman, Q:Q.. ~., pp. 188-189. 
20 
1!01.mes; ·Q.I?.• cit. 
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Fig. 12. Hundr edweights of hogs produced per 100 acres 
cultivated land on farms having different cropping systems . 
The graph indicates that there is little correlat ion between 
the number of hogs and the acreage of corn in individual farms 
in I owa ( From Bulletin 261 , Agricultural Experiment Station). 
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The farms, as a general• rule"· are· organized on a 
comparatively large scale, averaging 171. 4 acres in 
. 21 
comparison to 151.8 acres in the Northeast Dairy Area. 
The Northeast Dairy .Area - The Northeast 'Dairy 
Area, unlike the Cash-Grain farms, sells practically 
no grain. The farmers buy additional feed in the form 
of oats 1 corn,. and commercial feed products. A much 
lower perc~ntage of land in production of feed grains 
and· a much higher percentage in-roughage such as hay 
( 
and pasture, characterize~.lthe cropping system (Fig. 11). 
' . . 
There ~s mor.e emphasis on oats arid· small grain acreage 
" than in the Cash-Grain Area. The Dairy Area has the 
largest percentage o:f hay production in the state, which 
accounts: to· quite a 'degree for the emphasis on the dairy 
type of livestock farming. In the western counties, 
where grain crops utilize more of the land, winter dair-
ying depends upon coneentrated feeds and silage. .The 
number of milk cows per 100 acres of farm_land ranges 
:from seven to ten, the larger number typically on the 
heavy grain producing farms~ (Table X) 
A large proportion, but not a major part, of the 
farmers' rec~ipts are obtained from the sale of dairy 
21 
U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1940. 
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TABLE X" 
Acres 'of Crop 'and Numbers of Livestock 
per 100 Acre of Farmland Classified by Tenure, 
Cropping System, a~d Type-of- Farming, 1935 * 
Area Heavy Grain . 
N. E. Dairy Owners Renters 
Intermediate 
Owner Renter 
Heavy Grass 
Owner Renter 
No. cases 21 
Corn 26 
Small:'. grain26 
Hay, plow-
Pasture 27 
~Sows:,aiid 
Gil ts 7 
1::1Ulk cows · 10 · 
Cash Grain 
·cases 
Corn 
10 
41 
Small grain 34 
Hay, 
pasture 10 
Sows-gilt a 7 
Milk cows 4 
Eastern Live-
stock 
Cases 
. Corn / 
17 
34 
Small grain 21 
Hay 1 plow- 23 
28 
25 
26 
23 
6 
8 
47. 
43 
37 
9 
4 
4 
23 
38 
23 
22 
27 
22 
21 
32 
6 
9 
17 
38 
33 
17 
8 
3 
21 · 
29 
. 21. 
36 
22 
21 
22 
31 
5 
8 
37 
38 
I 31-.• 
15 
·5 
4 
3o 
21 
38 
pasture 
Sows-Gilts 
Milk cows 
* Bulletin 
8 6 9 8 
4 5 6 4 
361 Agricultural Experiment Station. 
23 
14 
I 
20 
40 
6 
8 
i 
38 
31 
24 
26 
7 
6 
32 
23 
:l:5 
39 
8 
6 
21 
16 
20 
44 
·4 
7 
19 
30 
20 
14 
5 
·5 
13 
26 
12 
32 
8 
4 
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products. 92 This average, about 20 per cent,~ is con-
s1derably exceeded by income from hogs, and sometimes 
by income from other cattle. 
Eastern Livestock Area - The: cropping system in 
the Eastern Livestock Area differs from that of the 
other two areas in the high percentage ot land devoted 
to corn in proportion to, small grains~ ·corn occupies 
32 per cent of the land, small grains, chiefly oats, 
17 per cent, pasture, 32 per· cent and hay 10 per cent 
(Fig. 11). 
As in the Northeast Dairy Al'ea, the tendency is to 
feed the crops rather than to sel~ them. Over·eo per 
cent· of the corn and oats are fed. 23 Many farmers 
buy teed to supplement their own production. 
Hogs are the principal livestock, yielding approx-
. 24 imately 48 per cent of the tota1 gross income. . 
22 . 
The Book of Iowa from Iowa's Industrial Survey. 
State of Iowa, 1932. pp. 85-86. 
·Al though this percentage of· income is much less than 
that used for a basis of classification by the U. s. 
Census, dairying is i.fo much more important in this · 
area than in any other large section of the state 
that the classificati'on seems justified. 
23 -
Holmes and Criclrnian, Q.2. cit •. , pp. 211-212. 
24 
Holmes, QQ.. ·cit., p. 154.' 
?2 
. Cattle receipts account for 28 per cent of the· 
': 
"• income~· ' Commercial cattle feeding, using corn, clover 1 
1i1' •, • 
f~·· ,:'I 
hay, -and;'pasture feed for fattening, is important. The 
, •:;,I··:_,~{, 
beef ca~tie industry in the Eastern Area is predominantly 
a farm ~ro'Ciucing and fattening industry rather than a 
commercia,~:'buying, :fattening, and selling enterprise. as 
in .the we~-tern part of the state. 
-tf~ ,';:..... . .. ' ' 
..!:~:![ Ge~~raphio Influences - Al though economic 8.nd 
:Pi:e}?sonal··.·elem'ents ·enter into. the localization of farm 
i-« .. :!1 . ;, ,' ,' . ' ' ' 
. ·:~~es within a:.-g1 ven area, the cro.pping system i's in-
·~·:-:.~·~ ' ' ' J ' 
; .... ~-:.}~: ' ' . ' 
. \,f·~Jienced to a gr~at degree by a particular combination 
t«'{{/f~I ' . ' 
::o"f,J the soil, surface, and climate of an.area. Soil is 
·?~·~:~;'f~t~~ ' ·. ' ' · .. 
fe_specially important in influencing::: the. cropping system, 
~ .'• .i/ ,, 
~. ,; -~' ' . 
·~t,,vhich in turn conditions the type of livestock enterprise. 
:r,·i:.~i · . . · · 
fj'l<r . ·Most of the Cash-Grain Area is in the highly produc- · 
\~'ti ve Carrington and Webster soils of the Wisconsin Drift . 
. 1~ . ·.; 
f.A.rea (Figures 3 and 4). The fertility of the soil and 
;·~- ·:··. . 
).t .. t. 
f~he typically level surface results in a high percentage r• . . ~:,;·~ \ 
~~of tillable land,, 96. 9 per cent and 9? .2 per cent in 
~.:·".~ 
fFranklin and Grundy. Counties,, respectively being in 
'" ~j 25 
.if farms,, and in the ability of the land to withstand 
"'' ti( .
~continuous heavy cropping. High quality and.high average 
.. yields of oats and corn have discouraged the farmers in 
' ~ 
reducing the acreage of such proi1table crops in favor 
.25 
Ibid. 
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of hay and pasture.. The li·vestook industry .is limited 
by the, shortage of, suitable forage crops, w1 th the 
result that the farmers sell the grain rather than con-
verting it by feeding. 
The crop-share system of tenancy which requires 
that ha1f .the corn crop be given as rent tends to limit--·--·--~ 
the expansion of hog production. Lack of .adequate equip-
ment for successful hog production and lack of time dur-
ing the spring and summer months of .crop cultivation a1so 
affect the hog production. The hog enterprise is not 
particularly.proportional to the size of the corn. enter-
prise (Fig. 12). 
The ,soils of the. Dairy Area are those of the' Old 
· .Iowan Dri.f:t Area (Fig• 3), chiefly Carrington ail t loam 
(Fig. 4). The· soils,· more leached, highly -acid, and 
poorly drained on the level surfaces are less productive 
than those of the Cash-Grain Area. R~latively low aver-
age yields of corn and.oats makes the gr~wing of hay and 
pasture more profitable. Roughage is of ·good quality and 
has a fairly high yiel:.d on these soils~ Greater acreage 
of forage crops in proportion to concentrated feeds indi-
cates a more. important cattle enterprise •. The. relatively 
high.percentage of crop land de,yoted to oats is ·due to 
• I • ' 
the low average corn yields and to the emphasis upon ~he 
dairy type of ,livestoJk• Dairy cattle require protein 
74 
feeds such as oats rather than feeds high in Carbohy-
drates• Hogs utilize .the corn crop. 
The soil and surface are predominating influences· 
in the. cropping system in the Livestock Area. Prac~' 
tically all of .the concentrated meat-P'.!'oducing sections 
- ,/ 
of Iowa are found on lossia1 soils in characteristically 
rolling land. The Eastern Area· is in the Mississippian 
Loe.ssial Area (Fig. 3). ·A large percentage of perma-
nent pasture land and soils which, under careful culti-
vation and management give high corn yields relative to 
) 
oats, afford excellent· cond1 tions for meat production. 
I . . 
Because of its erosional tendencies, a considerable 
portion of the land. is given over to legumes and grasses. 
This al so maintains· organic material in the soi;L. 
Poultry contributes a small but important amocint 
'Of' the farm income on any type· of farm. 
l 
Thia averages 
about 6 per cent of the total. The numbe·r of hens on 
a farm ranges from 100 to 300.. They are usually the 
responsibility of the farmers 1 wife. 
Special Crops 
Soybeans - The soybean has become a major crop 
; in Iowa within the past .ten years. Al though .it was at 
, 
.first· confined to the southern part of the state, it has 
moved north until', at the present time, much. of it is 
75 
grown in twelve counties centered around Black Hawk 
County. Tolerance to acid soils is. a chief' localiza-
tion 'factor in its production. 
( 
First recorded in the 
census' of 1919 with 471 acres devoted to soybeans, it 
had increased in acreage to 1,559 ,ooo acres in 1940 ~. 
(Table XI) and had become Iowa's third crop in impor-
tance. 
TABLE XI 
Acreage of Soybeans f'or Hay, Seed, or Plowed Under26 
Year Hay Beans ·Plowed Under Total 
1927-' 29 270,000 131,000· 20,000 425,000 
1938 591,000 321,000 38,000 950,000 
1939. 626,000 _487 ,ooo 47,000 1,160,000 
1940 750 ,ooo ?33,000 ?6,000 1,559,000 
The. increased acreage in; soybeans was accomplished 
·at· 'J;he eA-pense of the oats crop, . chiefiy, and to ·some 
extent, of' the corn crop (Fig 13). The decreased acreage 
of corn between 19.35 and 1939 was the farmers' cooperative 
r~sponse to the 1936 A.AA actions. The decrease is al·so · 
26 
E.S. Dyas, ·"Soybean Production in Iowa," p. 35, Bul. 
~. 30, Agricultural E:xperiment Station, Ames, Iowa, 
c-Mar~h 19 41. 
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an indication of the expansion of the hybrid corn, 
with its higher yield per acre.. In 1929, in Grundy 
dounty, 108,20'7 acres of corn yielded 4,119,102 oushels 
but ten years later,'93,745 acres yielded 5,'722,311 
2'7 bushels of corn. 
Soybeans were used predominantly for hay until 1940. 
From 1929 to 1938, an average of 64.5 per -cent was har-
vested for hay, 30.5 per ce~t for beans, and 5 per cent 
- 28 
was plowed under or grazed. · . In 1940, almost 50 per 
cent of it was used for beans (Table XI). 
A number of factors .enter into the.phenomenal 
growth in soybean production. It is an excellent high-
protein feed as a legume hay or as a substitute for pur-. 
chased high-p'rotein concentrates. · It is· well adapted to 
the climate.and soils of the central.counties of the· 
Cedar Basin where· topography is not conduciye to erosion. 
. , 
.It does better than oth~r crops on poor, sandy, or acid 
soils. It serves as an emergency crop in times of drouth 
' . 
and is a relatively dependable crop under most conditions. 
It fits into the cropping system better than alfalfa. It 
. cannot, as a.gener~ rule, compete with corn in net mon-
·' 
ey. returns but.: is much more profitable. than oats. Indus-
trial uses for soybean oil were making increased demands 
'for production by 1940. 
27 
Iowa Yearbook of Agriculture, 1929 and 1939. 
28 
Dyas, Q.12.. cit. 
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Sugar Beets - The sugar beet acreage in the 
Cedar River Basin is confined largely to·. the northern 
counties, including Freeborn in Minnesota an,d Mitchell, 
Worth, Winnebago, Cerro Gordo, and Franklin in Iowa. 
Sugar beets were first grown in Iowa in 199-9·· .. Three. 
years later, 1000 acres were devoted to sugar beets in 
the state. The acreage had increased to 7000 acres by 
1919 and to ,12,000. acres by 1924. 29 -· The expansion in 
acreage was probably due to an import duty placed upon 
I 
sugar in 1917. An estimate based upon reports from 
' . 
the American Sugar Beet Company which operates mills in 
· ·Mason. City and Belmond, Iowa, indicated that in .1930, 
30 30,000 acres were planted to sugar beets. This es-
timate was probably high as the census figures for 1929 
listed 11,594 acres. About one-fifth of this was grown 
in seven Iowa counties in the Cedar Basin. The same 
year, 647 acres of beets .were grown .in Freeborn County, · 
Minnesota. 31 
Sugar beet acreage in the state as a whole decreased 
from 1929 to 1934, but acreage in the Cedar Basin, re-
ported by 215 farms, amounted to 3,742 acres, yielding 
29 
U.S. Census of Agriculture. 
30 
31 
The Book Q! ~, Iowa's Industrial Survey, Published 
by the State of Iowa, 1932 
u.s. Census of Agriculture. 
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25,556 .tons of beets.. By 1939, the acreage had dropped· 
32 to 1290 in the Cedar Basin. · 
The necessity for much hand labor, the problems 
attendant upon importing foreign labor, and the expense 
and.management involved in land labor, create handicaps 
( ' . . 
to the sugar beet enterprise. In spite of it.a advantages 
in high cash returns per acre, as a rotation crop, a 
good soil conditioner, and as a feed for dairy cattle 
utilizing beet top.~~ the molasses refuse, and pulp from 
the mills, the sugar beet industry has not been a domi-
nant factor in.· the farm· economy. 
Commercial vegetables1:forprocessi?Jg - The growing 
of· vegetables for sale to. canning factories varies con-
.. '. ' 
siderably from year to year. The figures below indicate 
the acreage of these for the year 1939: 
. 
Product Acres 193933 
Asparagus 394 
.Beans, snap, string 214 
and wax 
Sweet· Corn . 6101 
' 
Peas 30 
Pumpkins . .· ·" 1200 
Tomatoes 1318 
Cabbages 1171 
32 
Ibid. 
33 
u. s. Census of Agriculture 
... \ 
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Sweet corn was grown in fifteen of the seventeen 
counties. 
Due ·to .their perishable quali ti·es, the vegetables 
are· grown in the regions where processing plants are 
bU1lt. Canning factories located within the Cedar Val-
ley Area in Iowa are listed in Table XII,. together with 
--~· . 
'the number of acres devoted to each product, the number 
of cases canned, and the employees in each. The figures 
in the table represent a three-year average. 
O:tlions and Irish potatoes are grown commercia1ly 
in Mitchell County .near St. Ansgar, and.in Freeborn Coun-
ty, Minnesota; 
1
in the vicinity of Hollandale. . An aver-
age of 3200 carloads of potatoes, onions,· and other 
vegetables are marketed annua1ly in the Hollandaie re-
gion, of which tvro~thirds are handled through the ma~ 
keting association. In 1939, the potato acreage in 
Freeborn County tota1.ed 8335 acres and· that of onions 
1,918 acres.34 
Changing Standards o~ Living 
34 
Ibid. 
35 
· Born an' scrubbed, suffered an 1 died 
· That 1 si all you need to say, Elder, 
Never mind sayin 1 •made a bride' 
Nor when her hair got gray.· 
Jes 1 say, 1 born an 1 worked T' death•. 35 
Hamlin Garland,· 11 The Farmer's Wife." 
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It was thus that Hamlin Garland wrote with much 
bitterness of the destiny of a farmer's wife in the 
Cedar Basin in the 1870 1 s. With the advent of power:-
driven machinery, a change took place gradually in the 
conditions under which the farmer's wife worked. A 
gasoline motor attached. to the family washing machine 
was one of the first domestic benefits. In a few homes, 
gasoline motors were used to pump water into the house 
and to generate electricity. Wind chargers for the 
generation of electricity were occasionally seen but' 
were not prevalent in ·the Cedar Basin. 
Electric lights and the various electrical appli-
ances, however, did not be.come common on the. farms unt~l 
the Rural Electrification Projects of the latter half of 
' 
the 1930 1 s became operative. In 193~, three out of four 
36 Iowa farm fami:t.ies used kerosene or gasoline lamps. . 
. . 
Table XIII indicates the extent of electrification in 
the rural areas between 1930 and 1940. Figures for 1941 
would show a substantial increase in the mileage of elec-
tric lines, the. number of .consumers, and the use of elec-
trioal appliances. By 1941~ there were seven electric 
. \ 
cooperatives in the Cedar Basin in Iowa. Some farm homes 
obtained service from privately owned companies or ffrom 
municipal· plants. 
36 
~ectricity Bulletin, :r.). 31- Page 57, Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Ames, 1941. 
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TABLE XIII 
P.er Cent of Farms Having 
Electricity,' Radios, and Refrigerators 
1930"•- 1940** 
County Farm families Radios Refrigerators 
Having 
Electricity 
1930 1940 1930 1940 1940 
Benton 31.0 59.2 57.0 91.9 27.6 
Black Hawk 35.0 71.5 49.9 93.4 33~0 
Bremer 25.5 48.7 33.8 87.6i . 15.5 
.. 
Buchanan 22~6 I 34.0 49.9 87.6 10.9 
Butler 13.'9 42.3 43.3 88.4 12.9 
Qedar 30.0 55.7 55.0. 89.8 30.0 
Cerro Gordo 17.8 53.4 48.7 91.2 18.7 
Floyd 12.5 29.8 45.2 87.8 10.4 
Franklin 23.5 62.5 51.6 93.0. 21.1 
Grundy 39.0 74.4 50.3 95.2 25.6 
Linn 28.1 47.4 44.7 86.6 17.3 
Mitchell 21.7:' '37.4 43.4. 89.2 9.3 
Muscatine 21.4 56.5 54.4 86.6 33.3 
Winnebago 18.0 40.7 49.2 88.6 6.3 
Worth 19.0 34.3 44.9 88.4 10.7 
Freeborn 49.0 90.1 15.0 
Mower 
----
31.9 
----
88.6 . 13.2 
i Basebook o~ Iowa 
** 16th Census of U.S. Housing, Vol. II, p. 54, 1940 
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one of the c'ooperatives, the Benton County Elec-
tric Coop era ti ve As~ociation, organized in 1938, has 
662 miles of lines and 1810 consumers in Benton, Tama, 
and Buchanan Counties. Approximately 75 per cent of 
the Benton County farm homes have electricity. 
Ah appliance survey summary in the area ser,ved by· 
the Benton County Electric Cooperative Association 
listed the types of appliances, . the number of residen-
tial. consumers and the percentage of consumers using 
each type. These figures· (Table XIV) give an excel-
I 
lent picture of the extent .to which the standard of. 
living has.been raised and to.which·.the lot of the· 
farmer's wife·. has been made easier by mechanization~ 
A large number of wives still cook for threshers in 
hot, humid July weather on a· wood or coaJ.-burning kit-
chen range, but the old flat-iron, heated on a red~hot 
stove, and the hand~turned washing machines, have almost 
taken their places among relics of former day~. over-
. StUff ed fUrni ture I SO ft rugs·,. bright linoleums and· elec-
trically operated radios are· as much· a part of the· life 
! . 
of the farmer's family• as .it.is of· that of the town 
dw·eller. 
• ' I 
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TABLE XIV 
Appliance Survey Summary of-Benton County · 
Rural Electrification Administration, August, 1941 
Appliances 
Household-Electric 
Coffee maker 
Hot.plate 
Iron 
Radio 
Range 
Refrigerator 
Roaster 
Toaster 
vacuum cleaner 
Washing machine 
Othe!'s · 
Plumbing Facilities 
Number of 
·Residents 
93 
215 
1,042 
1,026' 
83 
724 
36 
632 
566 
992 
353 
Electric. water pump 379 
" water heater 40 
water closet 132 
Bathtub or shower 192 
Septic Tank 160 
Farm-Electric 
Brooder 
Cream Separator 
Dairy water heater 
Feed Grinder 
Electric fence 
Hotbed heating 
··Milk cooler 
Milking machine 
Motor up to 1 HP 
Motor 1 HP and ove~ 
Poultry lighting 
Poul try \vater warmer 
stock tank beater 
Other 
166 
518 
6 
8 ,_ 
97 
., 
... 
2 
58 
264 
100 
185 
34 
9 
,12 
Per cent Consumers 
Having each Appliance 
8~64 
10.68 
96.75 
95.26 
7.71 
67.22 
3.34. 
58.68 
52. 55 .. 
92.l 
32.78 
35.19 
3.71 
12.26 (12.26) 
18.1 
14.86 
15.41 
4.-8. l 
.56 
.74 
9.01 
.09 
.19 
5.39 
24.51 
9.29 
17.18 
3.16 
.84 
1.11 
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Tenancy 
Over Iowa on the first.of March 
wheels churn hub deep in the mud 
or_ grit their teeth across the icy roads. 
Even the wild goose 
is not so homeless as these movers 
·Peering ahead through the sliding curtain 
of March rain as they pass 
With the furniture of home packed in a wagon. 
Pae.t . corner 1 past grove 1 to. the hill top they go 
Until only the chairlegs point from the skyline 
like roots of trees torn from the earth.. · 
And they are gone ••••••••• 
This, the parade of the3?andless, the tenants, the dispossessed... • • • • ·. · 
Tenancy has increased steadily in Iowa in ~he past 
half century. Previously considered a normal rung in the 
agricultural ladder to ownership, the trad.1tiona1 goal 
of .Middle·Vle.s,tfarmers be.fore World war I, it has now 
become an accepted part·of·t~e farm economy. In 1900, 
only one county in the Cedar Basin had 50 per cent of 
its farms tenant-operated. ·By 1935 over half of the 
'counties reported more than 50 per cent of the farms 
operated by tenants. 
~he chief cause of the increase in tenancy is . 
found in the instapility of farm income. Since 1914, 
and particularly during the depression years, there have 
37 
Excerpts from the poem 11 The Movers" by James Hearst 1 
published in a collection of poetry under the ti tl-e 
Countri Men. Hames Hearst lives in the heart of 
Cedar Valley, three miles out of Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
} 
8? 
been violent fluctuations ·in farm prices and income. 
' 
The risk involved in the purchase of farm land is.too 
great under such undependable economic conditions. 
Farm families who expected to attain ownership of their 
land during the years between the wars tended either to 
fail completely or to succeed at a later age than they 
expected • 
. The initia1 capital outlay required to make.a 
start in farming is prohibitive. A young t.enant farmer 
has slight· prospect of saving enough to finance -.the es-
tablishment of a farm, especially in areas of high soil 
producti:vi ty. where ·1and values are high. ·On land of 
high value the percentage of land operated by tenants 
is correspon~ingly higher. 
The rapid increase in corporate-owned land accounts 
partially for the increase in. tenancy since 1920. Cor-
porate-owned land rose from a negligible amount in 1920 
. 38 
to 11.2 per cent for the State in 193?. The areas 
of major concentration of corporate-owned land are not 
located w1 thin the Cedar Basin. In general,· the locali-
zation factor is the tendency to overvalue land of low 
relative· value to obtain high mortgage loans. This ten-
dency results.in heavy CTopping of high priced cash crops 
38 
W.G. Murray, and H.W •. Bitting, 11 Corporate-Ovmed Land 
in Iowa" Bulletin· 362, Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion; Ames, June, 193?. 
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which ca.uses exces~ive erosion to further decrease the 
land values. The largest percentage of corporate-owned 
lands is held by insurance companies. 
Three types of leases, the crop-share, the stock-
share, and the cash rent, prevail in the tenant farms, 
but the crop share, in which the owner receives one-
half or ~wo-fifths of the crops and proceeds from live-
stock.sales 1 is predominant throughout the area. ·It 
requires less output of cash by.the farmer and is well 
adapted to Oish Grain farming and bog raising,. both 
short time enterprises. It tends toward exploitive 
farming, heavy cropping and soil erosion, because rent 
;1' ' 
for pasture' and hay lands is hi.gh under this system. 
During the depression, many cash rent lease~ were 
changed to crop share leases. 
In the Ea.stern Livestock Area where tenure is more 
t bl b t 30 t f th 1 ' b' . . t 39 s a e, a. ou per cen o . e eases are cas . ren -;.·:·. · 
I , . . 
Inc.the Northeast Dairy Area, stock share leases. are more 
. . 40 
common than in other areas, averaging 37 per cent. -
, 
· This type of lease is less hazardous to soil conservation. 
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Tenancy in its present status, is not advantageous 
to a well-planned economy. The tenant farmers lack 
security of tenure, averaging for the. state as a whole 
41 four. years on one· farm. Fifteen per cerit of the . 
. 
tenants move every year. The tenant farmer, finding 
hiniself u·nable to plan a long range. crop rotation sys-
tem or an increased livestock enterprise, carries on an 
exploitive type of farming which is conducive to soil 
erosion. The· tenant must bear the cost of the wear and 
.tear on machinery and household equipment with each suc-
ceeding move, the cost of transportation, and the ex-
pense involved in losses of feed. The landlord· suffers 
~. 
a loss through deterioration of land and impro~ements. 
In- the light of these obvious .disadvantages under the 
present tenancy lease system, too many farmers have-
been forced to Join the "parade of the landless 1 the 
tenants, the dispossessed." 
·The War Time Economy 
Crops and Livestock 
During the second World War, changes in the farming 
system of this area were slight. There was an increase 
in soybeans after 1940 at the expense of the oats acreage 
41 
Ibid., Page 165 ff. 
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(Fig. 13). Tpe decrease in bean acreage between 1939 
and 1941 ·is explained by the re.duction in production of 
soybeans for hay. There was an increase in production 
for beans during that time .• Although this' graph pie-
tures the acreage for Grundy County,. it is typical of 
the relationship between oats and soybeans in the coun-
ties devoting much land to beans. 
The amount of land in flax for seed was substan-
tially reduced between, 1940 and 1942 in the Cedar Basin. 
Demands for flax· seed during the last two years of the 
War probably caused an upswing in flax production. 
During the war years, the corn acreage increased 
somewhat in response to war time demands. The decade 
preceding the war bad witnessed a slight decline in corn 
acreage due to increased use of hybrid seed corn with its 
corresponding increase in yield per acre. The expansion 
.. of hybrid seed corn use continued during the war years. 
In 1942, over 98 per cent of the corn acreage was plant-
ed to hybrid seed corn. . That year the average yield 
per acre for Iowa was 59.9 bushels. For Grundy 'county 
it was 68.8 bushels. 
Livestock production increased during the war years 
in response to a growing demand for food. The total 
number of cattle on Corn Belt· farms on January 1, 1944 
showed a four per ~ent increase over the number on 
      
 
               Suspected no page 91. 
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January 1, 1943. 42 A tendency to marks~ beef at 
y~mnger ages and lighter weights created a need for in-
( 
creasing the numbers of stock. . A Buchanan County.farmer 
on.' a 160 acre farm won nationwide recognition in 1945 
for his production record of almost 600,000 pounds of 
meat, butterfat, and eggs. Since December, 1941, he 
' has produced 15,143 dozen eggs, 42,950 pounds of poul-
,• 
try meat, 118,835 pounds of pork, 42,540 pounds of beef, 
and 12,950 pounds of butter fat. 43 
Ari increase in horse·breeding in 1943 is associ~ted 
with wartime de~ands. The emphasis has been on light 
saddle horses •. A market for mules in the Southern States 
has led to an increase in tbe~r 'number •. · . 
Commercial Vegetables for Processing 
Comparative figures for the acreage of vegetables 
for processing within Cedar Basin are not availabl·e for 
the war years. However, the Benton County goals, in com-
mercial vegetables for processing in 1943 indicated an 
increase of 113 acres of peas over 1942,. and an increase1 
44' 
of 250 acres of sweet corn. The Iowa Canning Company_ 
I 
42. j 
43 
Iowa Yearbook of Agriculture,· 1943. pp. 135-136. 
Des Moines, 1944. 
Waterloo Daily Courier, August 30, 1945. 
44 
AAA Office Reports, .Vinton, Iowa, Bentqn County. 
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reported a ten per cent increase in sweet· corn acreage 
45 in 1945 over 1944. Table XII lists the. tota1 acreage 
for each of the products processed in the factories 
within the Cedar Valley, not inclusive of those in 
Austin and Albert Lea, Minnesota. · This acreage is an 
average of the three-year. totals for 1943, 1944,· and 
1945. Sweet corn prod~ction in .the Cedar Valley area 
for 1945 .. represented about 35 per, cent of the total· com-
mercial sweet corn production in the states of Iowa and 
46 Nebraska. · The acreage in peas and tomatoes represents 
almost 100 per cent of that canned in the state in 1945. 
. . . 
Lima beans and asp·aragus repres·ent 100 per cent .of the 
State 1 s commercial. _production for processing. The green 
and wax beans make up approximately three-fifths of the 
tota1 production for canning. 
" · Special War Time. Cro·p 
·Farmers of Iowa were asked to produce 60 1 000 acres 
of hemp in 1943. 47 Five counties of the Cedar Basin, 
45 
Waterloo Daily Courier, J-\Ug. 30 1 1945. 
46 
Information obtained from Carl W. Kouba, Sales.Manager, 
· Iowa Canning Co. 1 Vinton, Iowa. For national statis~ 
tics on sweet corn production, Iowa and.Nebraska are 
grouped together.as a unit, Iowa producing approxi-
mately four-fifths of the total. 47 . 
This number was later changed to ·44,500 due to a seed 
shortage. Iowa Yearbook of Agriculture, 1943. 
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Grundy, Butler, Floyd, Cerro Gordo, and Franklin were 
included in the eleven counties who.se soils were well 
suited to the growth of.hemp, which is well adapted to 
Carrington, Clarion, Webster, Tama, and Muscatine soils. 
A hemp processing plant was.located near Grundy 
Center, }owa. 
Effect of the War on Mechanization 
Wartime prices and war-induced labor shortages en-
couraged me,ohahization of farming in the Cedar Basin in 
so fai:.' as a limited production of. equipment permitted~ 
Farm tractors increased by 6,295 in 1943, the greatest 
increase being in the North Central Counties where the 
average was one tractor for every 182 acres in 1943. 
Grain combines increased from 16,098 in 1942 to 18,313 
, in 1943. Mechanical corn pickers showed a 10 per cent 
increase and pick-up·ha.y balers numbered 552 inore than 
in 1942. 
Expansion of mechanized power is reflected in a 
slight increase in the average size of the farms in 
the state. In 1942, farms averaged .6 of an acre larger 
than in 1941. The increas.e .continued in 1943. 
The percentage of owner-operated land began to rise 
in 1936 and continued r~sing during the war years. In 
I 
· 1941, the percentage of total farmland operated by owners, · 
95 
46 per cent was the highest since 1927. 48 Between 
1941 and, 1942, the percentage was increased by over 
·one per cent. 
Effect of the War on Rural Electrification 
Higher, farm income served to expand rural electric 
service until 1942, when such expansion was halted by a 
shortage of essential materials. : In the six-year period 
following 1936, the number of farms with ~l ectrici ty 
quadrupled in the State of Iowa. 49 . In 1941, electric 
cooperatives in Iowa numbered fifty. Seven of these 
are in the Cedar Basin, namely, in st. Ansgar, Hampton, 
Vinton, Allison, Grundy Center, and Thompson. 
Expansion of electriQ service has resulted in an 
increase in the dairy, pork, and poultry production, 
utilizing.electric power.instead of· manpower. Three-
fifths of the electrified farms in the dairy counties 
were using electric cream separators. About one-fourth 
of the farms had milking machines and.electric water sys-
. . 
tems by 1943. Eighty per cent of them had small motors. 
Dairy water warmers, poultry water warmers and poultry 
brooders have lightened the burden of the farmer im-
measurably •. By the end of 1943, fifty per cent of .the 
48 
Yearbook of .Agri<µll ture, Des Moines, Iowa, 1942·. 
49 
~· 1943. 
; 
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electrified farms had refrigerators, compared to 18.3 
per cent ·in 1940. 50 
./;.:.;,){· 
.Frdtn.,the foregoing paragraphs, it 18 evident that 
<"·~ .. ~~~t::,:~\ . 
the wat":,:,t;tme economy is characterized chiefly by in-
J ,;\, :~1:::.·.~,1'~ . 
.. : !'~' :~ ! 
creased.S'I:;roduction of soy beans for beans at the ex-
"·\' Y: ~· ;:.:~l 
pense o~: ·~J:ie oats acreage, by expansion of· mechaniza-
·: :· ' ' :. ; ·.~ . :,:.:··;·.\ ~-·: 
tion in "'"so:..· far as possible, and by an expansion of the 
",' i ~~;:·.~~';\f~( 
l~.~esto'.q~'.':industry. 
:.~t r:1!le rur~ ec::::r:f the Cedar Basin t~ file-
';.<~:>:;·:· \. 
·.~~~pt phases are recognizable, separated by a transl tory 
~·/i,:.;;:\ . 
;j,period of evolution. ·It entered the second phase follow-
~r - : • ~ t ,' ' .. 
:°) • ~ . t.:. :.- . 
;ing.the turn of the century. 
·~ ... 
Previous to that time, the 
;..' ' 
trarm unit was a self- sufficient unit to a great extent, 
ta.n enterprise in which ~ man with a team, a wagon,· a 
., ::. 
;'.;,· 
'?plow, two strong hands and a strong back,· a cow· and a 
ifew pigs, could engage and be able to supply the essen-
~,' 
~ tial needs of his family, and prosper. With the adaP- · 
.,1 ,., 
I> 
rtation of farming to· new··.machinery, and with the intro-
;·;duction of power-driven machinery, the agricultural 
·:economy entered a second phase. This phase ,was cha:Ji'ac-
. ·terized by· the movement of farming into the circle of · 
·r .. 
.. 
,. 
O.J. Grau, Iowa Rural Electric Cooperatives, the 
44th Yearbook of Agriculture. 
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large scale business, scientifically m~naged, by inter-
dependence between the farmer and urban centers, and 
I . . 
by a degree of specialization in the cropping or live-
stock indus.try. ~In a relatively short p~riod of years, 
; . '· 
farming, has passed from a primitive stage, through an 
I ' 
evolutionary period, to its present interdependent•j' 
fairly stable cropping 'system. The war years did not 
materially change the pattern. Its chief effect is 
seen in more mechanization and increased, electrifica-
tion, made possible by war time prices. 
URBAN ECONOMY OF THE BASIN 
!ne Nature of' Mariufacturing in. The Cedar· Basin in 
.Terms of Iowa's Industrial· Economy 
Manufacturing in the Ce.dar Basin in Mostr~Re.speots 
Similar to that of the State 
/ · Urban economy ·i.n the Cedar R1 ver Basin, as in 
Iowa, is largely dependent upon the farm economy of' 
the area. The presence or plants processing farm pro~ 
duce and manuf'~cturing farm machinery account for the 
growth of' the larger cities. ' Because the prosperity 
of' the city is conditioned by the prosperity of' the 
farmers, there has developed an 11 economic. equilibrium"1 
between the farms and the farmers on the one hand and 
the factories on the other. 
Industries using farm products as raw materials 
have always been the basis for Iowa's manufacturing 
(Table XV). 
1 
Term used by J.E. Brindley and Truman w. Manning in 
~ l!!i ~Manufacturing State, Page 16, Bulletin 78, 
Enginee~ing Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa, 1926. 
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TABLE.'JN 
Iowa Industries That Use Farm Products·as 
· Raw Materials. · 
St~te. 
All Manufactures 
Meat Packing 
. 
Wage Earners 
65,314 
11,02? 
Com Products 1,3$2. 
Creamery Butter l,?Ol 
Poultry dressing and 
packing, ·wholesale 2,??3 
Flour and other gra~n. 
mill products 2?1 
Canned and dried fruits 
·and vegetables· ' 911 
Soybean oil,·cake, meal· 128 
sausages, etc. 66 
Cereal preparations 
* 
* 
·. Value· Added 
$244, ?95, 2?9 
$ 39 ,1_49'~533 
9 ,091,·002 
?,132,593 
4,05?,709 
2,200,2?2 
1,081,832 
808,151 
291,141 
\ '· 
Data not given.because there are so few.plants. 
I 
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The bulk or perishability of most farm products 
) 
necessitates the establishment of processing plants 
near the production area •. · On the basis of value 
\ 
added by manufacture, i:>la:nts of this _type _account for 
. . 
approximately one-fourth of. the' state• s ·and about one-
third of the Cedar Basin's industrial output. Four 
' . - I, 
large meat packing establishments are. located in .. the 
. . ~ ~ 
larger centers of the Basin and many poultry packing 
plants are located in ,the smaller communities.. The 
northern;half of the Basin, included in the Northeast 
Dairy· Area, has a heavy concentration bf creameries. 
One of the three·Iowa plants for the processing of 
corn products is located in Cedar Rapids. Food cann-
ing companies have established factories·in many small 
towns in the Vall~y. · Each of these industries is. dis-
cussed in some detail under the heading "Industries in 
the Basin that Proc.ess Local Farm Products." 
Industries dependent predominantly upon markets 
fall into two groups: those .concerned .with the fabri-
cation of goods for farm consumption, supplying a 
2 Midd1ewest market; and those. "local industries" 
2 
H.H. McCarty, Manufacturing Trends in Iowa, p. 42. 
_Iowa Studies in Business, No_. VIII; Bureau of Business 
Research, Iowa City, 1950. The term as used by McCarty 
includes utilities, perishable goods such as bakery 
products, etc. printing and publishing, bulky building 
mat.erials,. and repair yards for other industries. 
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supplying community needs. The former group, compris-
.· 
ing about ·rour or five per cent of Iowa's industrial 
output is well represented in the Cedar Valley. Charles 
• • >• ,. ' • • ' 
City and Waterloo have the two tractor plants in the 
state. Gasoline engines are made in both cities. The 
Viking Pump Company in Cedar Falls claims to be the 
. .... . ~ . 
. . 3 
largest manufacturer of rotary pumps in the world~ 
The number and size of local industries are di-
rectly proportiona1 to .the number of peopl~ within the 
trading area.· With five cities in the Basin having more 
. 4· - .. · . . . . 
th~n 10,000 (Fig. 14) people thee~ service establishments 
are of some magnitude relative to the total value of man-
ufactu:r-ing. 
Some ·Industries Not·in Harmony with Those of the State 
as a Whole 
Very few industries have developed in this valley 
along lines unlike those of the state as a.whole. This 
is due· partially to the fact that there are no .special 
; 
extractive materials :in the Valley comparable to the 
3 
.. Information obtained from Catalog 42-G of the Viking 
Pump Co., Cedar Falls, Iowa, 1945. 
4 
Cedar Rapids 62 ,120 ·· 
Waterloo 51,743 
Mason City 27,080 
These figures are fro.m 
Austin 
Albert Lea 
18,307 
12,200 
the United States Census, 1940 . 
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T 
CEDAR DRAINAGE BASIN 
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Fi g. 14. Some of the Cities and the Chief Tribu-
tari es of the Ceda~ Valley. 
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gypsum deposits near Fort Dodge and the mussel shells 
in fresh water streams near the button factories of 
Muscatine. Two industries that should be placed in 
this category, however, are the American Sugar Beet 
Company of Mason City and _the Woolen Mill in Cedar 
Falls. The sugar beet company depends upon surround-
ing farms for the raw material. It handles more than 
100,000 tons of beets annually. _The woolen mill obtains 
raw wool from Iowa· sheep and from other areas. It man-
ufactures all-wool and part-wool blankets, and does clean-
ing and ~ecarding for special orders. 
Industries that Process Local Farm Products 
Meat Packing 
The· meat packing industry is the most important 
individual industry in the Cedar Basin, as well as in 
the state.- . Cedar Rapids, Waterloo, and Mason City 
(Fig. 14), three· of the five most important packing 
centers in the state, employ more than half the indus-· 
t~y 1 s total wage earners •. Wilson and Company in Cedar 
Rapids employs over 1000 workers, 5 which is approxi-
mately one-fifth to one-fourth of the total wage earners 
5 
List of Industries of Cedar lgtpids, a bulletin prepared 
by the Cedar Rapids Chamber of Commerce, September, 1942. 
Some estimates placed the figures at. 1800. 
of the city. The plant slaughters from 600 ,ooo to 
850,000 hogs annually) 100,000 to 125,000 cattle, and 
100 ,ooo lambs and calves. Rath Packing Plant ·in Waterloo 
employs some 6,349 men and women, 6. arid, before the war, 
handled a million· and a half· animals annually. The 
Decker Plant is Maso'n City's ·largest industry. Employ.:.. 
ing 1,260 workers, it processes about the same number of 
7 
animals as Wilson and Company.. Austin, Minn~sota:, owes 
its growth to the Hormel Packing arid Food Products· Plant. 
The plant occupies 33 acres; ·and processes~ 315 kinds of 
food products, 37 of which are canned. It employs 3000 
workers.e Albert Lea,· Minnesota, also has a packing 
plant. 
, Three-fourths of the output of the meat packing 
plants is pork or pork products. Cattle and sheep 
·slaughtering is usually,concentrated in the larger cen-
ters such as Omaha, Chicago, and Kansas City because of 
the complex marketing problems associated with the sale 
. of fresh beef. 
6 
.This ·figure was obtained from the Waterloo Chamber of 
Commerce in April, 1946 ~ and can be considered reliable. 
This is almost twice as large as the prewar. figure, .. 
given in 1938 in Iowa: A Guide to the Hawkeye State.-
. A Federal· writer's. project. 
7 
Federal Writer's Project: Iowa, A Guide to the Hawkeye 
State, pp~ 286-288, New York, 1938.. . · 
. 8 . 
Federal Writer's.Project: Minnesota, p. 412, New York, 
1938. 
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Poultry Dressing and Packing, Wholesale 
. The Cedar Basin makes an important .contribution .to 
the 'st.ate·.';s production of nearly one-third of the nation's 
packed poultry. The poultry packing plants are located. 
-in small communities throughout the Valley •. They are 
,characteristically small plants that require little 
machinery and employ from ten to twenty persons. The 
. 
work is of a seasonal, nature, concentrated in.the months 
of October, November, and December. The dressed birds 
are shipped to markets in the East. The Vinton Produce 
Company handles packed pou'.!-try in conjunction w1 th the· 
• 
egg packing. and breaking enterpris~. During the slack 
. ' 
season, it employs ?O men and women, and during the 
. . . . 9 
brellking season, 100 workers. · There are eleven pack-
ing plants.in eight small cities in the Cedar.Basin.10 
Dairy Products 
The northern half of the Cedar Basin is part of 
the Northeast Dairy Area which extends in~o Minnesota 
9 . 
This information was obtained from the Officer?of the 
Vinton Produc.e Company in ·August, 1945. · 
10 
The Directory of Manufacturing Establishments in . 
Iowa, Des Moines, 1941 
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.and-Wisc9nsin. The'importanoe of dairying in this 
) area helps to account for the faot that Iowa supplies 
thirteen per oent of the nation's total.butter produc-
_tion.1r The greatest concentration of creameries 
in the state is found in Bremer County. The condens-
ory in the Basin, a Carnation Milk plant, is located 
in Waverly. On th.e basis of value added, butter ranks 
. . ' 
third in the farm proce.ssed foods of the state (Table XV). 
Mower and J[reeborn counties are both outstanding butter-
producing counties of Minnesota. A Land-0 1Lakes coop-
_era ti ve creamery is located in Hayward, Minnesota. 
I 
Corn Products 
One of the largest of. the three plants for the 
processing of corn products is located in Cedar Rapids. 
One of the reasons for locating these plants where they 
are is nearness to the raw material and easy access to 
quantitie.s of water and coal. . Cedar Rapids is able to 
meet these .requirements. Penick and Ford, Ltd., is a 
large, .highly mechaniz:ed plant which employs between 500 
12 
and 1000 workers. 
11 
The corn is converted into a 
Statistical ·Abstract, 1940. p. 601. 
12 
Cedar Rapid~ Chamber of Commerc~, QE.. cit. 
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variety of products. The kernel contains·- a corn oil from 
·1 
which salad or cooking oil is made. Cornstarch for cook-
ing, laundry starch, and starch used by.,),textile mill.s 
are all processed from corn. Sirup ma~e· of corn is 
used in confectioneries and in the canning of fruits 
. .' 
and preserves. Hard corn sugar is used•· by tanning 
fndustries·or refined for use as a food.· Commercial 
stock feeds utilize husks and other insoluble portions. 
Cereal Preparations , 
The manufacture of rolled oats in Cedar Rapids has 
given Iowa an important p~ace in. the national production 
of miscellaneous foods. Iowa as a leading oats-produc-
ing state is a logical place for the location of rolled 
oats factories. The Quaker Oats Company buys eleven 
million dollars worth of corn and oats from the nearby·. 
farmers ·annually. It has a combined elevator capacity 
' 13 
of 9,q00,000 bushels. The plant employs over 1000 
persons. 14 A smaller cereal establishment, in Cedar _ 
Rapids, The National Oats Company, employs. between 100 
d 250 k 15 ·' an wor era.· · 
13 
F.W. P. Q.E.. cit., p. 194.-
14 
Cedar Rapids Chamber of Commerce, Q.E.. Ci-t. 
15 
Ibid. 
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Flour, .Feed, .and Ot~er Grain Mill J?roducts 
.The flour mills, once very important in nearly 
every community, have dwind1ed in numbers to the ex-
tent that they do not supply local demands. The feed 
mills for the grinding Of feeds just about supply the 
local market. . The latter mills are scattered through-
out the Cedar valley in small centers. Regard1ess of 
the small size of .the .community, even if.1:1t is nothing 
more than a cross roads settlement, the grain elevator 
is a conspicuous feature of the landscape. 
Canning and Preserving of Vegetables and Fruits 
A iarge share of the canning of sweet corn, of which 
. . 
Iowa is a leading state, is done in the Cedar Valley 
(Table XII). Over 3000 wage earners are employed.in 
these canning factories. Although sweet corn is the 
most important food processe~, many other vegetables 
are also canned in these plants (Table X!I). · Austin, 
Minnesota has a large canning factory which is a part 
of the Hormel Plant (See page 104). 
From the foregoing paragraphs it is obvious that 
establishments processing farm products comprise the 
major .plants in the Cedar Basin. Ifowever, a very sig-
nifiqant proporti~n of the manufacturing is located in. 
the valley primarily because.it is centrally .situated 
for the markets of the Midd1ewe'st · farming '!Jel t or for 
purely local markets. 
;I.09 
Industries Located in the Basin Because of 
the Market 
. ;.· 
.. :··_, .. 
~t.1:: . ' 
Farm Eq4+;.:Pment and Supplies for the Middlewest Markets 
····~f ~i:';';~i'~: ... 
·Ga:,Solfne engines have been manufactured in Charles 
";. ·i~,:,~.t:~.:~ ';;·{;~ . 
C1ty ... an.:'4:<Waterloo for abo~t half.a century. One-fifth 
~·~>:·!j'~~~·rn:i , 
of all '.i!the!(.farm type gasoline engines manufactured in 
.. --,~~ ·~::r~ ",4· 1f;L: 1 <\;'.}f~;:,t4 
Amefric~ij;i~.~~· made in Waterloo. The Galloway Company 
' . ;, i~i~ ~~:.;:}1;;.:>; . . 
makes ga'SOline engines and Other farm machinery I' and 
':!i:-N :g~\j}'ite' ~~·~k~ts~:)i~p:em through the.1r mail order house. · Stationary 
·: ···:.~ .. ·);·t· :r;·~.";~'J. 
ail.cl:' por"t~'ble engines are al.so made by the John Deere 
. I'\ 'u }"' ~., · : -Lt ,;~J~~{~ 
··T:c:-~ctor !Company in Waterloo. 
....... '''jo 
!\\ • .
. 3 The two tractor plants of the state are located in 
;: .. .. -~~ . 
L the Cedar Valley. The John Deere plant employs 5000 
' skilled workmen and makes thirteen types of tractors 
for every kind of field a:nd orchard operation.16 The 
Oliver Farm Equipment Company of Charles 01 ty which now 
makes tractors had 1 ts beginning in 1896 in the making 
of statiopary gasoline engines. Because the company 
-,· bull t traction motors, the word· tr~ctor was co 1ned. 
1 This company now has distributing ·agencies. in 37 foreign 
. countr1e.s. 
:16 
·~ F.W.P. QI?.. cl t., p. 313 • 
. , 
·' 
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The manufacture of pumps and pumping equipment in 
•-. ' Cedar Falls and in Cedar Rapids helps to make Iowa an 
important national- producer. In 1927, it produced 25 
per cent.of the nation's windmill pu~ps and ten ·per 
. 17 
cent .of the water pumps. The center of the rotary 
pump j,ndustry is in Cedar Falls .• The Viking. Pump Com-
pany ewas first organized in ~911 for the purpose of 
manufaqturing a rotary pump invented by Jens Neilson 
for use in his stone quarr~. The company occupies a 
Other farm suppli~s manufactured in. Cedar Falls 
include elevator equipment, seed-corn sorting machines, 
automobile trucks, and grain shocking machines. ,The · 
automobile truck body manufacture has tende~ to·offset. 
the decline of the wagon market. 
1·7' . 
McCarty, QE. • .Q.ll., p. 39. 
18 ' 
Viking Pump Company Catalog, QE.. cit. 
·-
11],. 
, 
. ~ ·1 
Industries Based on Purely Local Markets 
McCarty classes industri·es of this category under 
fourheads:l9 those that are· localized by the perisha-
bili ty of the goods 1 such as ice cream, bakery products, 
and manufactured gas; those which are too bulky to per-
mi t shipping; those of purely local interest, such as 
newspapers and job printing; and·· those that. provide 
parts or repai_rs for other industries. ·with the pos-
. . 
sible exception.of the latter, th~se are. dependent upon 
the size· or the communities. It has been estimated 
. . 
that service establishments account for about ·ten per 
cent of the industrial output of a city. . Two plants 
in this category, 'loca:Ded in Mason. City, deser,ve spe.;.. · 
~ia1 mention because of the extent of their establish-
ments. Localized by the bulk of the products, they 
are the Portland Cement Company and the Brick and Tile. 
Company. The Cement company is one of .the largest 
producers of portland_ ~ement in the world~ The Brick 
and Tile company has seven plants within a radius of 
" 
one square mile, with a capacity of more than 200,000 
tons of manufactured clay ware.20 
19 
McCarty,· QJ2.. cit., p. 42.' 
20 
F.W~P., QE.. £.ll., 
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Summary 
.From the preceding discussion may. be drawn the. 
conclusion: that the nature of the manufacturing in the 
cities within the Cedar Basin that.· have over lO,odo 
population is in harmony vdth that of the state as a 
whole. In C.edar Rapids, more than one-half of. the wage. 
earners are empl6yed in establishments processing farm 
goods. In Waterloo, the industries processing farm 
goods and those ~anufacturing.farm macJ;iinery employ 
. approximately equal numbers- of· people. Over half the 
wage earners.of Mason· City are employed in .the Decker 
Packing Plant. .Ninety percent or more.of the wage 
earners of Austin, are emplo,yed by the ,Horyiel pia:nt. 21 
Figures are not available for .Albert Lea. It is ob-
vious, however, that the processing of: farm products 
. . 
and the manufacture of farm equipment are of major im- _ 
portance in the industrial growth of the cities. In 
21 
Wage Earners in 1940, United States Census 
Cedar Rapids 
Waterloo 
Mason City· 
Austin 
Albert Lea 
5,113 
7,617 
1,954 
3,030 
419 
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recent years, meat packing and tractor plants have 
expanded at a rapid rate. 
Manufacturing in the valley is still somewhat in 
a state of youth. Industries. are widely distributed 
in the larger centers with no one city as a dominant 
.center. ·No one se·ction can be classed as an indus-
trial section, and there is very little l_ikelihood 
.that such centralization will develop. 
PROBLEMS OF THE CEDAR BASIN 
The .Cedar Va1ley, a picturesque sec~ion of· the 
mlddJ.e West, has attained cultural maturity. From the 
time of settlement the 'development of the rural and urban 
economies has transformed the n~tural scene into a cultur-
al landscape of regiona1 prosperity and beauty. Concur-
rently with the settlement .and the economic readjustments 
in a century of change a number of significant problems 
has emerged. 
/ 
. Problems of a Physical Nature 
Problems of the Basin in the order of their 
seriousness are stream pollution, water supply, 
recreation and wild life conservation, f'lood pro-
tection, rehabilitation and changes in land 
drainage. · ·. · 
Stream Pollution 
Pollutipn is the result of an inadequat~ number of 
. sewage treatment plants and of the lack of provision for 
disposing of industrial waste. A number of small towns of 
l , 
National Resources Committee, Drainage Problems and 
Programs, p 311, Washington D. c., 193?. 
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· more than 350 people either have no sewage treatment plants 
. ' . 
or have inadequate facilities. In 1936 there were eight 
industrial plants, including meat packing, canneries, and 
creameries in the combined Iowa-Cedar valleys dis_charging 
wastes into the streams. The pollution was equal to 
2 
·that of sewage from a population equivalent of 160,000. · 
I A survey made by the State Health Commissioners in 1926-
1935 reported·centers of heavy pollution downstream f'rom 
Cedar Rapids and Waterloo, and centers of somewhat leas 
pollution downstream from Vinton, Cedar Falls, and 
( 
Waverly. 3 The water of' the Cedar River is not consid-
' 
ered safe f'or domestic use, stock watering, f'isb culture, 
or r.ecreational use. Industrial wastes discharged into 
the Cedar in Austin, Minnesota caused fish to die as far 
. dovmstream as st. Ansgar, Iowa. The Decker Plant at 
Mason City had not, in 1936, made complete pians f'or· 
disposal of sludge. 
A small amount of pollution is caused by surface 
run off and silting. This is of importance only as it. 
affects fish. There are few power plants on the river 
or its tributaries. 
2 
Ibid. 
3 
Since this report was made, Vinton and Waverly have 
adequate provision for disposal of domestic v1astes. 
Cedar Rapids, the Sinclair-Packers Company has also 
care of the sewage and process wast~s. 
' ·1 
made 
In 
taken 
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The solution to the problem lies in provision of 
ad.equate· treatment plants for wastes at the sources of 
the pollution. Many projects have been.proposed to ·les-
sen the amount Of pollution. 
Water Supply 
. ' .... I':.· .. 
' ' ,;' ~ 
Water for d.o.mest;tc'.::_andduunlcipal purposes is a1most 
wholly derived from underground sources. Cedar Rapids 
1 s the o.nly city in the Basin which uses surface water 
for its urban supply. Usually in the spring the odor 
and.taste of the water are very.objec_tionable in spite 
of chemical treatment which rende~s )it.safe for use. 
The underground water supply problems include the 
' ( ' 
cost of pumping from very deep wells, additional expense 
as new wells are required, and the_ high mineral content 
of the water. Iron content is one of the big problems 
because it leaves stains on bathroom fixtures and on 
laundered clothes. It is frequently a handicap to in-
dustrial establishments, most of which have their own 
softening apparatus. 
Ordinarily most of the towns have their water sup-
plies approved by the State Department of Health~ In 
) 
the Iowa.;.Cedar Valley, however, some 76 towns with a 
total population of 80,823 do not have app~oved water 
11? 
4 
supplies. Very few towns in the Cedar Valley laclc a 
public water supply. 
In rural .areas, surface water in the form of small 
creeks, springs or ponds, al'e Used for the watering Of 
livestock. Most of the time there is sufficient water 
but in times of drouth water is pumped from wells.. The 
rural population depends largely on shallow wells for 
water. At the present time the wells are not-under the 
supervision of the State Department of Health. It would 
be wise in the future to require such supervision in or-
der to insure proper location and construction ·Of wells. 
'Wells that are poorly constructed or abandoned wells that 
are converted to cess pools may be a source of pollution , 
to underground water that is used some distance aw,ay. The'."! 
National Resources Committee has recommended that legis-
lation be enacted to guard against pollution through aban-
doned' wells, and that a quantitative and qualitative analy-· 
sis be made throughout the basin as a safeguard against 
waste, pollution, and exhaustion.of underground water sup~ 
( 
pl.ies •. "· 
4 
Iowa State Planning Board, Committee 
Water Use ~ Conservation in Iowa, 
Iowa City, 1936. 
on Water Resources, 
Vol. ·I; Page 74, 
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Recreation and Wildlife Conservation 
Silting and th~ draining of small lakes and marshes 
\ 
in the northern part of the basin are detrimental to wild 
life. In some cases 1 where drainage work is not profi-
table 1 the land should be restored to its original con-
~ 
di tion. Reforesting and the·checking of bank erosion 
to prevent drainage of small lakes are recommended pro-
cedures. 
Pollution of lake water is harmful to wildlife. 
Dredging, th~ lakes 1 . fencing the lake area to keep out 
cattle 1 and supervision of land use in the water shed 
would help to solve the problem. 
' 
\} 
Improvement of the streams, and rivers for recrea-
tional purposes - especially fis'hing 1 and to a lesse:i: 
degree 1 canoing and sv1imming -. is included in plans for. 
stream development. These plans are concerned ·with such . 
problems as.the providing of brush 1 log 1 and roe~ shelters, 
for fish 1 and the construction of cross dams and wing dams 
in order to eliminate the unfavorable conditions for fish 
durin~ high and low water stages. Beautification of the 
streams 1 . and the increasing of the food supply for wildlife 
by the planting of grasses and trees are proposed improve-
ments. 
The dams are usually less than .four f~et 11.i:gh except 
in places where it is desirable to increase th~ water area 
.119 
for boating as well as fishing. Such projects have 
been constructed in Beaver Creek, Butler County, and at 
the Pe11sades - Kepler State Park on the Cedar River in 
Li·nn ·.County. 
Linn Creek and the Shellrock River are not well suited 
to canoeing but the Cedar River has many excellent canoing 
placese. 
Flood.Control Problems 
Two cities, Waterloo and Charles City have suffered 
severe floods, and three cities, Cedar Falls, Cedar Rapids 
and Mason City have had minor floods. Flooding usually 
occurs· in the early spring following prolonged periods 
of rainfall. The most severe floods of recent yearsoc-
curred in March, 1929 and in April, 1933. 
Flood damage in 1929 in.Waterloo was estimated at 
5 from $100 1 000 to $200 1 000 dollars. .The damage was done 
by direct overflow' from the river and by back water flood-
ing through sewers and basements of buildings. Fourteen 
blocks in the business district were damaged by back water 
(Fig. 15). 
Levees constructed ·after 1929 proved successful in 
keeping water out of a residential area in 1933. There is 
5 
Iowa State Planning Bpard, Q!?.. cit., page 95. 
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still no provision for avoiding flooding from backwaters 
or from direct flooding in lower places. 
Although Charles City had the highest flood .stage in 
51 years in March, 1933, damage was slight. The .flood oc-
curred too early to wash out crops. Low lying. farm~1lands 
and truck gardens were inundated (Fig. 16). ·Some slight 
damage was done through the flooding of basements and 
the flooding of motors in the sewag.e disposal plant. 
T·wenty-five families were forced to leave their homes 
6· 
and forty homes were damaged. ' Levees would be the so-
lution to the problem. 
In Cedar Falls, in time of flood, many acres of the 
city park are inundated but little damage results. Dur-
ing the floods of .1929 and 1933, a residential section 
lying between the river and a cutoff, was under water. 
'"" 
It is not economically 'advisable to. encircle the area at 
the present times as the land values at this particular 
place are low. 
1 Flood danger in Mason City has .been very slight and 
usually c'aused by ice jams on Willow Creek, a small: stream 
that flows through the business district. 
6 
Ibid. 
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Low lying business districts along the river in 
·Cedar Rapids are well protected by levees. Slight 
damage occurred from back water flooding in 1929 and 
1933. No immediate_plans for the alleviation of this 
1 hazard are under consideration. 
During periods of prolonged rains the bottom lands 
along" streams in rural areas are usually· inundated. Dam-
aged s. slight, hO'\.vever, since much of the land subject to 
flooding .. is kept in permanent pasture. Occasionally_ a 
farmer who uses bottom lands for oats loses the shocks 
during heavy rains. However, the hazards are not consid-
ered serious enough to warrant control projects. 
Drainage Problems 
The drainage problems of the valley are insignifi-
cant. There are less than 100,000 acres of land that 
mig~t be profitably drained should an increased demand 
for land justify the expense. At present, the chief 
drainage problems consist of maintaining and rehabili-
tating the existing drainage systems. 
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Economic Problems 
The chief economic problems arise from high taxes, 
the tenant system and soil erosion. Soil erosion is 
.. 
included in this section because it grows out of ec~nomic 
practices. 
Taxes in 1932 were almost three times as high.as in-
1919.7 This was due to a decrease in land values and 
.an increase in tax rates. Expanded social welfare pro-
· grams,. increased public heal th service,· and goverrunental 
aid in the building of better schools caused in part, the 
increase in taxes. · Lov1 farm incoine during the depression 
years caused tax delinquency to reach a peak in 1932. 
Since that time there has been a tendency toward a decrease 
in farm property taxes relative to total taxes·. This has 
been brought about through the levying of other taxes such 
as the saies tax, r~ther than by an actual decrease in 
property taxes.· 
High farm prices resulting from the war will tend to 
reduce· tenancy and improve the economic status of the farms, 
generally.· 
7 
Agricul tura.l' Economic Facts, 11 The Basebook of Iowa, 11 
Sp~cial Report No. 1, Agricultural Exper~ment Station, 
Ames, Iowa, 1936. 
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Soil erosion and the tenancy problem are closely 
related. Small farms, the corn-hog type of farming, 
and heavy debts and high interest rates tend to hinder . 
soil conservation. Within the Cedar Valley tenant 
farming on which exploitive farmins of the corn-hog type 
is prevalent, is conducive to erosion •. Conservation pro-
grams that have been put into effect.throughout the valley 
.are least effective on the tenant farms. ·The solution to 
this PijOblem is legislation that will. secure: greater tenure 
for renters and measures that will stabll1~e farm income 
and will .tend to encourage renters to become owners of 
their farms. 
The beauty of the Cedar River attracted:- settlers in 
I 
the early· days. More recently, its fettti·lrtyJ the pros-
perity of its farmers, and the relatively slight problems 
have attracted many Middle West farmers. The influence of 
the Valley is not limited, however, to people who derive 
I 
a
1 living directly from its resources. It was in this 
area that Ruth Suckow found material for her books about 
country people. 
, 
Bess Streeter Aldrich has written the 
story of Cedar Falls, in the book "Song of Years" through 
which the Cedar River winds its way, bringing happiness, 
and sometimes tragedy to the families li:ving in its Valley. 
The homely tasks of the farm have been an inspiration to 
I James Hearst in his volume of poetry published under the 
126 
title "Country Men~ 11 Many ·of tr_e farm pictures painted 
by Grant Wood are r~ral scenes found in the Cedar Basin. 
Dr. N.S; Pitts of Fredericksburg, Massachusetts spent a 
vaca~ion in the little village of Bradford near the con-
fluence of the Cedar and the Little Cedar Rivers, and was 
. so impressed by the landscape that he wrote the hymn, 
11 Li ttle Brown Church in the Vale. 11 Hamlin Garland des-
. . 
cribed pioneer life in the vicinity of Osage in his book 
11 A Son·:~ of the Middle Border." Thus conc~rrently with 
the general economic development ~f the valley, the 
people have coritributed a regional literature typical· of 
the 11 Middlewestern way of life. 11 
' 
. ' 
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APPENDIX 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SCENES IN THE. CEDAR BASIN 
The Cedar River and bordering fields in Black Hawk County 
Small groves indicate location of farm buildings. (Text p. 24) 
Rectangular fields bordering the Cedar River in Mitchell 
County, Northeast Dairy Area (Text Page 67) 
Re-ct n ~ ar f'arm patt rn 1n BJ. lt k County, 
e&t ot Cedar Falls. Grove-a 1nd1c 'te rarm 
11 · ng .• (Text p. 24) 
' ... 
Bel.' ot 're•• between a corn ttel.4 and an oat• 
t1e14. (Ten p. 24) 
Canoeing on the Cedar River near Cedar Falls. 
(Text p. 119) 
-- - ~-
Riverside Park bordering Cedar River near Cedar 
Falls. Several acres are inundated when the river 
is in flood. Note pasture in background, High Blurt 
overlooking river in foreground. (text p. 121.) 
/ 
-- -----
Bottom land bordering Black Hawk Creek in-
undated during high water. (Text p. 123) 
Bottom land used as permanent pasture because it 
is subject to flooding during prolonged spring and 
summer rain. (Text p. 123) 
